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"The Sun atoms shake; my eye electron shakes eight minutes
later, because of a direct interaction across.”
Richard Feynman’s Nobel Prize lecture, Dec. 1965
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Preface
Carbonate-bearing rocks in the upper Earth’s crust are prone to
continuous changes under inﬂuences of various physical and chem-
ical processes. The macroscopic mechanical strength of carbonates
is generally controlled by the cohesion between contacting grains at
a molecular scale. These grains deform in contact regions due to
the chemistry of pore ﬂuid. The repulsive and attractive forces that
operate at the grain contacts may be aﬀected by the dissolution and
recrystallization kinetics at the mineral-liquid interfaces. The pro-
cesses by which the nano-scale interfacial forces are inﬂuenced by
changing properties of the conﬁned ﬂuid are largely unknown. In
this thesis, I investigate these processes and their possible contribu-
tion to the strength of calcite-bearing rocks and materials.
The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and Surface Force Appa-
ratus (SFA) are two powerful tools that provide an opportunity of
direct observation of mineral reactions to the contacting ﬂuid and
measuring the surface forces at nano-scale in air and liquid environ-
ments. In this project, we perform an extended number of exper-
iments using the AFM and SFA to improve our understanding of
variation in interfacial forces linked to the strength of calcite and
calcite-bearing rocks.
In the AFM experiments, we bring an in situ fabricated calcite
probe into contact with an opposing freshly cleaved calcite surface
in a ﬂuid cell containing aqueous solutions with varying chemical
compositions. We also combine the AFM force measurements with
a technique called inverse imaging, for in situ simultaneous char-
acterization of the calcite probes. Based on these experiments, we
discuss that the possible variation in local topography of contacts,
together with a strong dependence on ionic strength of the solution,
can explain the variation in strength of calcite rocks in aqueous
solutions.
With the SFA, we can perform in situ observations of the possi-
ble changes in the surfaces via light interferometry technique while
measuring the interfacial interactions at nano-scale. At this scale,
interactions between contacting surface asperities deﬁne the nature
iv
of interfacial forces, repulsive or attractive. We discuss how the
crystal growth, dissolution and changes in surface roughness aﬀect
these interaction forces and their implications on the strength of
calcite-bearing rocks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
S edimentary rocks are formed by the deposition of weatheredremains of other rocks, cementation of mineral or organic
particles, and/or by precipitation from solutions. Carbonate rocks,
such as chalk, are example of porous media. They may contain
signiﬁcant amount of ﬂuid within the space between their grains.
This has made them important groundwater aquifers (Croizé et al.,
2013), and also reservoirs of about 60 and 40% of the world’s oil
and gas, respectively (Croizé, 2010). They are, as well, potential
reservoirs for CO2 sequestration purposes (Lackner et al., 1995).
Although the importance of the chalk has been well recognized,
our understanding of the mechanisms that control the properties
of the material, in particular in contact with ﬂuid, is still far from
complete.
During production or extraction of ﬂuid from chalk reservoirs,
the pore pressure may decline and result a higher eﬀective stress on
the solid structure. This may lead to compaction, i.e. decreasing
the volume of reservoir and compressing the underlying sediments.
As a result, a subsidence of the surface above the reservoir will take
place. Subsidence due to natural causes (ﬂuid expulsion) is fairly
common, such as sinking of the Venice, Italy into its surrounding
lagoon at the rate of a few centimeters per century. Over-pumping
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the ground water basins, however, may increase the subsidence rate
substantially. This is the case in, e.g. San Joaquin Valley, Califor-
nia, where a subsidence of 9 meters has been observed, as reported
by (Waal, 1986); as well as Venice, Italy (between years 1940-1970)
that measured to 1.7 cm/yr and 1.4 cm/yr in industrial area and city
center respectively (see e.g., (Doornhof et al., 2006) for discussion in
detail). During the oil production the chalk ﬁelds in the North Sea
have experienced reservoir compaction. The Ekoﬁsk ﬁeld, one of
the main oil reservoirs in the North Sea, is an overpressured highly
porous, low permeable chalk reservoir, with a production of about
36 million barrels/day oil production, reported by NPD (2019), as
of 2018. The production of oil from the Ekoﬁsk ﬁeld comes from
two chalk formations, Ekoﬁsk and Tor (that are from the early Pa-
leocene and late Cretaceous ages, respectively (Sylte et al., 1999)).
Seabed subsidence, in the North Sea, was ﬁrst observed in 1984 (13
years after the start of oil production in 1971), a possible indication
for compaction.
To compensate the decrease in pore pressure (that result into
compaction) and also displace the hydrocarbon, water ﬂooding started
in 1987 in the North Sea (Doornhof et al., 2006). Despite of this,
the subsidence rate remained almost constant until 1998. Although
the subsidence rate was reduced by water ﬂooding, from 42 cm/yr
in 1998 to 15 cm/yr in 2006, the magnitude of subsidence was still
remained a considerable issue. So, why did the compaction continue
even after the pore pressure was restored? The answer to this, is
generally believed to lie in the chalk-water interaction. It has often
been observed that water-saturated chalk can have a drastically re-
duced mechanical strength. This is the phenomenon that commonly
referred to as water weakening of chalk.
High porosity chalks fail not only in shear mode but also under
compression, which can be caused by, for example, a hydrostatic
load. This mode of compressive failure is known as pore-collapse
(Blanton, 1981), and is the result of the chalk grains collapsing
into pore spaces. At the microscopic scale, compressive failure is
thought to be the distribution of shear failure 1 within the material.
1Mathematically, the relation between shear failure with shear stress and
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Therefore, a rock matrix with strong grain-bonding cements can
be resistant to shear failure, and eventually to pore collapse at the
macroscopic scale.
The strength of chalk is mainly controlled by three parameters,
1) cohesion, a measure of the bond strength between the grains or
contacting surfaces, 2) friction coeﬃcient μ (or the internal friction
angle, φ, where μ = tan(φ)), and 3) the hydrostatic yield value. All
of these parameters are aﬀected by pore ﬂuid properties, as shown by
Risnes (2001), with chalk being the weakest in water and strongest
when dry. Figure 1.1 shows that, by moving from dry to water
saturated chalk, the cohesion and friction angle (φ) decreases. This
is also the case for the hydrostatic yield value.
2
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Figure 1.1: Yield curves for high porosity outcrop chalk, mainly the
Liége chalk data, with diﬀerent pore ﬂuids. This plot reﬂects the dra-
matic eﬀect of water on strength of chalk and is adapted from (Risnes,
2001, Figure 5) with permission. Eﬀective stress (x-axis) is the applied
stress minus the pore-collapse stress. In this plot, each curve meets the
x-axis at the pore collapse stress of the hydrostatic yield value; and y-axis
at the intrinsic shear resistance of the material or the cohesion. These
values are the lowest for the water-saturated chalk.
Various mechanical and chemical mechanisms have been linked
normal stress is described by the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion (Ottosen and
Ristinmaa, 2005) with an end-cap, taking the intrinsic shear resistance (also
referred to as cohesion) of material into account (see (Risnes, 2001) for a detailed
discussion).
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to the water weakening eﬀect. In general the reduction of mechanical
strength of chalk takes place through mechanisms led by 1) physical
eﬀects, e.g. pore collapse, capillary forces (Delage et al., 2008) and
wettability alteration (Andersson et al., 2016) , 2) chemical eﬀects,
e.g. dissolution which is accompanied by ion migration (Ca+2 ,
CO−23 ) (Gutierrez et al., 2000); and 3) physio-chemical eﬀects, e.g.
pressure solution (Hellmann et al., 1996), and adsorption pressure
by attraction of water molecules to the chalk grains, reported by
Risnes et al. (2005) to be the reason for the decreased cohesion of
the chalk. Subcritical crack growth at the grain boundaries due
to ﬂuid diﬀusion into grain contacts (Bergsaker et al., 2016; Røyne
et al., 2011) have been, also, suggested to describe this phenomenon.
A number of studies have suggested that the weakening eﬀect of
water and pore ﬂuid salinity on chalk is attributed to the interac-
tion between chalk grains (Megawati et al., 2012; Nermoen et al.,
2018; Risnes and Flaageng, 1999; Risnes et al., 2003). They suggest
that the salinity of ﬂuid inﬂuences the electrostatic repulsive forces
between the grains, because of the change in surface charge and
concentration of adsorbed ions (see next section). Similarly, Hiorth
et al. (2010), Nermoen et al. (2015), Madland et al. (2011), Hell-
mann et al. (2002b), Gutierrez et al. (2000), Heggheim et al. (2005),
Ciantia et al. (2015), and Nielsen et al. (2016) propose that chalk
deformation in water or/and saline solutions is inﬂuenced by surface
charge variation, due to ionic exchange at contacting grains. They
also show that mineral dissolution and precipitation aﬀected by
chemical and/or physio-chemical eﬀects are additional mechanisms
to describe the chalk deformation in contact with water molecules.
Despite the progress that has been made, there is no solid agree-
ment on how much the variation in ion distribution near surfaces
in solutions can explain the deformation in carbonate rocks. Ad-
ditionally, the eﬀect of ﬂuid composition on the cohesion of chalk
grains, and a potential link between surface forces and reactivity of
conﬁned mineral surfaces, yet remain to be not fully understood.
Cohesion between two initially separated surfaces is also known
as adhesion, the term that is mostly used in this work. In this thesis,
the main focus lies on the interfacial forces between calcite surfaces
in aqueous solutions and their implications for the behaviour of
4
calcite in contact with brines of various ionic strength. We study
this by measuring the adhesion between two calcite surfaces at nano-
scale.
Chalk is actually made of skeletal debris of pelagic algae with a
spherical calcareous exoskeleton (coccosphere) which itself is made
of wheel-shaped coccolith platelets. Each of these tablet-shaped
crystals is of many individual calcite crystals (D’Heur, 1984; Has-
senkam et al., 2011) (see Figure 1.2). Given that calcite is the main
component of chalk (>99% for most types), the eﬀect of ﬂuid com-
position on surface forces acting at calcite-calcite interfaces is likely
to inﬂuence the mechanical properties of chalk (Risnes et al., 2003).
Figure 1.2: Examples of coccolithophores. left: A complete cocco-
sphere of an Emiliania huxleyi, that are made of coccolith platelets;
right: Heterococcolith, made of micrometer-scaled shields of calcite crys-
tals. This image is originally from (Young et al., 2017) with permission.
1.1.1 Water weakening of chalk
Mechanical properties of cohesive granular or polycrystalline mate-
rials are controlled by the strength of the constituent grains and the
cohesion between individual grains (Shchukin, 2002). The cohesion
between grains may be inﬂuenced, signiﬁcantly, by variation in the
pore ﬂuid composition. Water weakening may be described by the
cohesion reduction of chalk that has been observed in aqueous so-
lutions (Risnes and Flaageng, 1999). It has been shown that the
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strength of saturated chalk is correlated with the activity of water
in the pore ﬂuid, and attributed to the grain cohesion inﬂuenced by
the water activity (see Figure 1.3) (Risnes et al., 2005).
water activity increasing 
Figure 1.3: Relative cohesion of chalk samples, in contact with wa-
ter, decreases with water activity. This ﬁgure is slightly modiﬁed from
(Risnes et al., 2005) with permission.
As Risnes (2001) and Hellmann et al. (2002b) suggested, water
weakening may be related to repulsive forces due to adsorbed water
molecules on adjacent highly hydrophilic calcite surfaces. In line
with their work, Risnes et al. (2005) showed that the chalk strength
decreases with increasing water activity in water and ethylene glycol
mixtures, and hypothesized that this could be explained by repulsive
forces acting at the grain contacts. Following this reasoning, Røyne
et al. (2015), who used atomic force microscopy (AFM) to mea-
sure forces between two calcite surfaces in water-glycol mixtures,
measured a strong repulsion between two calcite surfaces in pure
water. In addition, the measured adhesion between the surfaces, in
ethylene glycol mixtures, was found to be inversely proportional to
the water activity. Water activity, however, is also inﬂuenced by the
salinity of the pore ﬂuid (Blandamer et al., 2005; Kohns et al., 2016)
because water molecules become more involved with ion-dipole in-
teractions in the bulk ﬂuid. Even though the water activity has
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been a successful mechanism to describe the water weakening, it
is not suﬃcient to explain the behaviour of saturated chalk in salt
solutions.
The interaction forces between two neighbouring surfaces de-
pends on the ionic strength and the chemical composition of the
contacting ﬂuid because these parameters determine the distribu-
tion of ions on and near the solid surfaces. As long as the surfaces
are more than one Debye length apart, and the ionic strength of
the solution is lower than approximately 0.1 M (Diao and Espinosa-
Marzal, 2016; Israelachvili, 2011), the surface forces can be described
by the classical DLVO theory, which includes the repulsive Electri-
cal Double Layer (EDL) and attractive van der Waals (vdW) forces
(Israelachvili, 2011; Verwey, 1947) (see Chapter 3 for further discus-
sion on surface forces).
Other mechanisms that have been suggested to describe the
weakening eﬀect of water are the interaction forces at the fracture
tip, which are mostly repulsive due to hydration forces between hy-
drophilic calcite surfaces or the EDL repulsion (Croizé et al., 2010;
Megawati et al., 2012; Risnes et al., 2005; Røyne et al., 2015). A
recent experimental work by Bergsaker et al. (2016) shows the eﬀect
of ionic strength of the contacting aqueous solutions on subcritical
crack propagation and strength of calcitic rocks. All these ﬁndings
indicate that the nature of the interaction forces between calcite sur-
faces is associated with the molecular details of the contacting ﬂuids
with calcite interfaces, a phenomenon that is yet to be understood
fully.
1.1.2 Compaction of chalk - Creep deformation
Compaction is a process of progressive loss of porosity and volume
in sedimentary or ﬂuid-saturated rocks under stress. The applied
stress is provided by not only the overburden weight but also by
the ﬂuid production that can change the pore pressure and thus
increase the vertical eﬀective stress on the rock structure (Doorn-
hof et al., 2006). Compaction may cause irreversible changes in the
rock structure (intracrystalline deformations) such as grain disloca-
tions/rearrangements relative to each other or grain sliding; break-
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ing the grain cementations or causing grain indentation.
Deformation of carbonate rocks displays a strong dependency
on the strain rate of the material (Brantut et al., 2014; Nicolas
et al., 2016), but varies with the rock composition, depositional his-
tory and pore-ﬂuid compositions (Doornhof et al., 2006; Zimmerman
et al., 1986). The stress-strain relationship varies also from material
to material. When the relationship between stress (σ) and strain
(ε) is linear, the material is in an elastic regime, where the ratio
between stress and strain is characterized by the material’s Young’s
or elastic modulus (E) as such σ = Eε. A deformation is known as
elastic if, when the applied stress returns to initial state, the mate-
rial will return to its initial shape. If a material’s initial shape (or
condition) is not restored after one stress cycle, the deformation will
not be elastic any longer but rather inelastic or plastic deformation.
In the outcrop chalks a common type of deformation is creep,
a kind of plastic deformation. Creep is a time-dependent strain
rate deformation that continues even after the stress change ceases
(Risnes, 2001; Risnes and Nygaard, 1999).
Another mechanism that can account for the reduction in
strength of chalks is the chemical dissolution at the stressed grain
boundaries (Hellmann et al., 2002b). It is a type of plastic deforma-
tion and known as pressure solution creep. It has been extensively
studied by (e.g. Croizé et al. (2010, 2013); Hellmann et al. (2002a,b);
Madland et al. (2011); Nermoen et al. (2015)), and is found to de-
pend strongly on chemical parameters like pH, ionic species and
ionic strength of the pore ﬂuid due to their eﬀect on the surface
charge.
Pressure solution
Pressure solution, or “intragranular pressure solution creep”, is a
chemical driven deformation mechanism playing a key role in the
compaction of carbonates (Gratier et al., 1999; Hellmann et al.,
2002b; Zhang and Spiers, 2005). It is a slow process that oper-
ates at single contacts between calcite surfaces at the micro-scale.
Its main driving force is the chemical potential diﬀerence between
stressed and unstressed parts of the solid, along with local chemi-
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cal gradients. It involves (a) mineral dissolution at stressed parts of
contact, (b) diﬀusion of ionic species through the pore space, and (c)
precipitation on unstressed or less stressed surfaces (Croizé et al.,
2010).
When a mineral surface is in equilibrium with its saturated so-
lution, dissolution of the surface does not happen unless there is
an increase in the magnitude of normal stress (Fn) (Lehneri and
Bataille, 1984). This is known as stress-enhanced solubility, and is
a driving force for changes in the surface chemical potential (μ),
μ = f s + Fn/ρs (1.1)
where fs is the Helmholtz surface free energy and ρs is the solid den-
sity (Lehneri and Bataille, 1984). Once the dissolution begins, it
triggers mass transfer by diﬀusion towards larger pores with a lower
solute concentration (Lehneri and Bataille, 1984; Putnis, 2015). The
diﬀusive ﬂow of the dissolved mineral out of the contact is a func-
tion of solute concentration (φ), and follows the Fick’s diﬀusion law
which in one dimension (x) is given as,
Jx = −Ddφ
dx
(1.2)
where D is the diﬀusion rate, which itself is a function of viscosity
of the conﬁned ﬂuid ﬁlm. For the diﬀusion to continue into the
bulk, the pressure in the bulk should be lower than the pressure in
the conﬁned ﬂuid ﬁlm (Renards and Ortoleva, 1997; Rutter, 1983).
The pressure in the conﬁned ﬂuid ﬁlm is referred to as disjoining
pressure.
The disjoining pressure (Π) was ﬁrst introduced by Derjaguin
(Derjaguin and Landau, 1941) in the 1930s (see the sketch in Figure
1.4). When the ﬂuid ﬁlm between two surfaces is in equilibrium with
the bulk ﬂuid, the disjoining pressure is determined by the Gibbs
free energy (G) variation with distance (D) per unit area (A) at
a constant cross-sectional area, temperature (T ), and volume (V )
(Butt et al., 2003),
Π = − 1
A
∂G
∂D
∣∣∣∣∣
A,T,V
(1.3)
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Figure 1.4: The
disjoining pressure
between two paral-
lel surfaces, where
P is the pressure in
the ﬁlm, and P0 is
the pressure of the
bulk phase. This
ﬁgure is a modiﬁed
sketch from (Butt
et al., 2003).
D
P = P0 +Π
P0
According to the DLVO (Derjaguin-Landau and Verwey-
Overbeek) theory (Derjaguin and Landau, 1941; Verwey, 1947), van
der Waals (vdW) and Electrical Double Layer (EDL) forces are in-
volved in the disjoining pressure (Israelachvili, 2011). Attractive
forces with their negative contribution to the disjoining pressure re-
duce the stability and thickness of the water ﬁlm. This eventually
leads to the collapse of the water ﬁlm and, thus, migration of the
dissolved ions into the bulk solution. Repulsive forces, on the other
hand, have a positive contribution and increase the stability and
thickness of the water ﬁlm. This means that the disjoining pressure
is larger than the liquid hydrostatic pressure and a signiﬁcant force
in the direction normal to the surfaces is required to remove the
ﬂuid ﬁlm from the conﬁned space.
The disjoining pressure of a conﬁned water ﬁlm between calcium
carbonate surfaces has been measured in molecular dynamic simula-
tion by Brekke-Svaland and Bresme (2018), who found a signiﬁcant
amount of ≈ 1 GPa at separations below a few nm.
1.2 Thesis objective and structure
If we can ﬁgure out how tight chalk grains can hold on to one an-
other while the chemistry of the ﬂuid between them is changed, by
for instance changing the type and concentration of ionic species,
we are one step closer to understanding the chemical and/or physio-
chemical processes taking place during the chalk compaction and
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subsequent seabed subsidence. The main objective of this thesis
work has been to measure the interaction forces between two sur-
faces of calcite, being the main component of chalk, in aqueous
solutions; and investigate the eﬀect of salinity on the nm-ranged
surface forces acting between the interacting surfaces. By this ap-
proach, we can get closer to quantifying the possible contribution
of these nano-scale surface forces to the cohesion and macroscopic
strength of ﬂuid-saturated, calcite-bearing rocks. In this work, the
source of calcite comes from both natural and in-house prepared
polycrystalline calcite ﬁlms, rough on the nm-scale, that are formed
by atomic layer deposition. The aqueous solutions used are CaCO3-
saturated salt solutions and CaCO3-saturated water. We have used
two powerful tools in the ﬁeld of in situ force measurements: the
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and the Surface Force Apparatus
(SFA). We have focused on measuring the eﬀect of the salinity of
various salt solutions on the surface properties of calcite and on the
adhesion between two calcite surfaces. Throughout this work, we
have studied the conditions under which the adhesion forces between
two hydrophilic calcite surfaces become stronger, such that it may
lead to materials with higher strength in aqueous solutions.
This thesis includes 6 chapters to support the scientiﬁc back-
ground and experimental work carried on to address the main goal
of this project. The current chapter includes the motivation and ob-
jective of this project. Chapter 2 introduces the properties of calcite,
with particular focus on the dynamic behaviour of calcite surfaces
in the presence of water. Chapter 3 is devoted to the introduction
of surface forces and a discussion of how they can be aﬀected by
the chemical composition of aqueous solutions, with their impact
on the strength of calcite interfaces. Chapter 4 describes the ex-
perimental methods used in this thesis. Chapter 5 summarizes the
main ﬁndings of the study, that are presented in more detail in the
accompanying manuscripts. Finally, Chapter 6 sums up the main
conclusions of this thesis, in addition to suggestions for future pos-
sible experiments that might add to the present knowledge on this
topic.
In Manuscript I, we show that in addition to the ionic strength of
the NaCl solutions, surface roughness plays a key role in controlling
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the adhesive forces between two calcite surfaces. Later, I improved
the experimental method by adding another technique called inverse
imaging for further investigation of the surface roughness evolution,
as presented in Manuscript III. Force measurements between two
calcite surfaces with the SFA involved the development of a method
to prepare and mount thin ﬁlms of calcite on SFA, and measuring
the interactions between them in air and aqueous solutions. This
method and the results from the SFA experiments are published as
Manuscript II and the related appendix.
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Chapter 2
The dynamic calcite surface
C alcite is the most stable crystalline polymorph of calciumcarbonate. It is a mineral of interest to scientists and engi-
neers due to its diverse application from biology to geology, reservoir
engineering and industry. In general, calcite is a thermodynami-
cally stable mineral and found abundantly in nature: in geologi-
cal settings, e.g., carbonate-bearing rocks, sedimentary carbonate
platforms, chemical sediments in oceans, and marine organisms; in
biology, it is the main constituent biomineral of the inner ear in hu-
mans (Verpy et al., 1999) and responsible for our sense of balance.
It is found extensively in the so-called Brassica vegetables (Heaney
et al., 1993) with high dietary beneﬁts. Pearls and egg-shells also
contain a substantial amount of calcium carbonate (Omari et al.,
2016). Apart from its abundance in nature, calcite is utilized in a
great deal of industrial materials and processes, e.g., paper, paint,
plastic, food additives, pharmaceutical, cements used in road con-
struction, and water treatments (Omari et al., 2016).
Calcite is a crystal with a trigonal-rhombohedral structure, with
a unit cell of the form shown in Figure 2.1 (left). Among various
crystallographic planes of calcite, the (104) cleavage plane (Skinner
et al., 1994) is the most stable crystallographic plane as de Leeuw
and Parker (1998) showed based on its minimum surface energy.
However, the calcite (104) face displays a highly dynamic and re-
active surface in contact with water molecules in air and aqueous
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solutions (Stipp, 1999; Stipp et al., 1994, 1996).
Ca
O C
Figure 2.1: The unit cell structure of calcite (left), and cut by the (104)
plane (right). Modiﬁed ﬁgure from (Bentz et al., 2017) with permission.
Physical dimension of unit cell in a calcite lattice (lattice parameters)
are, a = b = 0.498 nm, c = 1.706 nm, α = β = 90◦ and γ = 120◦.
2.1 Reactivity of the calcite-water in-
terface
Surface properties of calcite like topography, molecular structure
and chemical composition of the surface are parameters that control
the reactivity and dissolution of the calcite surfaces. Investigations
of the surface properties of calcite are therefore of tremendous help
in understanding a wide range of natural and engineering processes
that are inﬂuenced by calcite dissolution and reactivity in aqueous
solutions, such as the compaction of carbonate rocks.
By now, the detailed structure of the calcite surface has been
revealed through extended number of studies, using atomic force
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microscopy (AFM) (e.g., (Stipp, 1999; Stipp et al., 1994)), X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XPS) and low energy electron diﬀraction
(LEED) (e.g., (Stipp, 1999; Stipp and Hochella, 1991)), and molecu-
lar dynamic simulations (Fenter et al., 2013). All these studies have
concluded that calcite surfaces are dynamic in aqueous solutions,
with continuous dissolution and recrystallization on the timescale
of hours even in saturated solutions.
2.2 Calcite hydration
Calcite is composed of Ca+2 and CO−23 ions. The atomic arrange-
ment of the cleavage plane (104) is same as the bulk structure
(Heberling et al., 2011; Stipp, 1999), as shown in Figures 2.2 and
2.1(right). As seen in Figure 2.2, the surface rectangular unit cell
with dimensions of 0.5 nm × 0.81 nm contains two carbonate groups
that are rotated with respect to each other and with regard to the
surface normal. Although it is not clear in a sketch on a two di-
mensional paper, the calcium and carbonate groups are in an alter-
nate crystallographic orientation on the (104) calcite surface. This
induces local surface charge variation with a high potential to ad-
sorb water molecules, making the calcite surfaces highly hydrophilic
(Bohr et al., 2010; Stipp, 1999). Stipp (1999) showed, through a de-
tailed study of the calcite surface, that cleaving the calcite produces
dangling bonds (or under-bonded atoms) on the surface that quickly
bind to the hydrolyzed water (H and OH) in the air. As a result, a
hydration layer or an adsorbed water layer develops at the termina-
tion of the calcite bulk structure on the cleavage plane (Stipp, 1999;
Stipp and Hochella, 1991; Stipp et al., 1994).
The hydration layer on the calcite (104) surface has been elu-
cidated using atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Bohr et al., 2010;
Ricci et al., 2013; Rode et al., 2009; Stipp, 1999; Stipp et al., 1994)
and MD simulations (Kerisit and Parker, 2004; Perry et al., 2007;
Wolthers et al., 2012). It has been recently revealed that the hydra-
tion layer on calcite is not limited to a monolayer of water, but to
comprise at least three layers, using amplitude modulation AFM by
Marutschke et al. (2014), and even recently to ﬁve hydration layers
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using high-resolution 3D AFM (Songen et al., 2018).
Carbonate
group
Figure 2.2: The calcite (104) surface, with a 2D rectangular unit cell
with dimensions of 0.5 and 0.81 nm. Oxygen atoms in larger size are the
protruding ones and their zigzag pattern (described by Stipp (1999)) is
evidenced with the dotted lines. This sketch is modiﬁed from (Nalbach
et al., 2017) with permission.
At a charged calcite surface in an electrolyte solution, there ex-
ists a layer with the a higher surface potential, formed by adsorbed
ionic species that is known as the Stern layer (Ricci et al., 2013). At
the Stern layer, Ca+2 and CO−23 ions are kept in the outer-sphere ori-
entation with respect to the calcite surface by the hydrolysis species
(Kirch et al., 2018; Stipp, 1999). The reactivity of calcite surfaces
to aqueous solutions is deﬁned by the hydrolysis species (de Leeuw
and Parker, 1998; Gao et al., 2017; Heberling et al., 2011; Kerisit
and Parker, 2004; Wolthers et al., 2012). For example, the loss of
hydrolysis species by dehydration, along with the transportation of
adsorbed species to inner-sphere coordination, with respect to the
surface, result into precipitation on the surface (Stipp, 1999).
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2.3 Dissolution and precipitation
Dissolution-precipitation of a mineral is a natural response of a
mineral-ﬂuid system to a nonequilibrium state. It is a coupling pro-
cess that leads to the re-equilibration of the mineral with respect to
the surrounding ﬂuid, while lowering the surface free energy (Agudo
and Putnis, 2012). Many factors, such as degree of supersatura-
tion, pH, solution stoichiometry, the presence of impurities (such
as biopolymers, (Karaseva et al., 2018)), pressure, and temperature
inﬂuence the calcite dissolution-precipitation or/and growth mech-
anisms (Agudo and Putnis (2012), and references therein); (Morse
et al., 2007; Renard et al., 2019; Ruiz-Agudo et al., 2014, 2016).
The supersaturation of a solution is the key determining factor
in growth and dissolution processes. The tendency of a mineral to
grow or dissolve is given by the saturation index (SI ), which can be
calculated from,
SI = logΩ = log(IAP/Ksp)
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
< 0, solution is undersaturated
= 0, mineral & solution in equilibrium
> 0, solution is supersaturated
(2.1)
where Ω is the supersaturation, and IAP and Ksp are ion activity
and solubility products respectively. A mineral, for example calcite,
dissolves in an undersaturated aqueous solution; and it recrystallizes
in a supersaturated (with respect to the mineral) solution. For
example, calcite starts to heterogeneously grow at active surface
sites, i.e., step edges and/or kinks, in aqueous solutions at conditions
with 0 < SI < 0.2 with respect to calcite (Teng et al., 2000). In
addition, if the supersaturation increases (SI ≈ 0.7), the growth
mechanism changes to surface nucleation (Teng et al., 2000).
The calcite (104) surface belongs to the F-face crystal category
(Ruiz-Agudo et al., 2009), and is characterized by step patterns.
Step edges parallel to the edges of calcite rhombohedron are the
most stable step edges of calcite. They correspond to the
[
4¯41
]
and[
481¯
]
crystallographic directions (Fig. 2.3a). Calcite dissolution-
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precipitation or/and growth at the (104) surface are typically par-
allel to these directions (Heberling et al., 2014). For instance, de-
pending on the supersaturation index, these mechanisms continue as
1) nucleation and step growth advancement over the surface (Agudo
and Putnis, 2012) (see Figs. 2.3b and 2.4), or/and 2) spiral growth
(see Figs. 2.3c-d and 2.4) that are originated from crystal imper-
fections such as screw dislocations (Lakshtanov et al., 2018; Teng
et al., 2000). Step and kink sites on calcite (104) surfaces that are
originated from these growth spirals can grow endlessly depending
on the supersaturation index (Fig. 2.3c-d) (Lakshtanov et al., 2018;
Teng et al., 2000).
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 2.3: Growth processes at the calcite cleavage plane (104) rhom-
bohedron. a) illustration of the structurally equivalent steps parallel
to
[
4¯41
]
± and
[
481¯
]
± directions; b) step growth advancement over the
surface; c-d) growth spirals formation. This sketch is modiﬁed from
(Heberling et al., 2014) with permission.
The processes mentioned above are mostly aﬀected by the pH
(which inﬂuences the surface charge) and chemical composition of
the boundary layer at the calcite-ﬂuid interface (Renard et al. (2019);
Ruiz-Agudo et al. (2009) and references therein). For example, Ruiz-
Agudo et al. (2009) observed a signiﬁcant eﬀect of Mg+2 concentra-
tion on the calcite dissolution rate: increasing the concentration of
Mg+2 (> 50mM) increased the dissolution rate by approx. an order
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of magnitude, which is attributed to increasing the deepening rate
and density of the etch pits.
Figure 2.4: Growth processes on calcite (104) surface observed by AFM.
a) spiral growth; b) 2D nucleation (after (Agudo and Putnis, 2012) with
permission.)
Dissolution, precipitation, and growth of calcite, which in real-
ity are time-dependent processes, (Stipp et al., 1994; Wojas et al.,
2019), lead to progressive variation in surface topography and step
roughening of calcite in aqueous solutions, that is often referred to
surface roughness. Although surface roughness is a natural part
of the calcite surfaces, its eﬀect on surface forces between calcite
surfaces is still remained insuﬃciently addressed.
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Chapter 3
Interfacial Forces
W hen solid surfaces are in contact with aqueous solutions,they usually become charged through various processes,
such as ion adsorption to the surface or dissociation from the sur-
face (Butt et al., 2003). The electric ﬁeld generated by the surface
charges attracts the counter ions in the solution, and the resulting
distribution of aqueous species at and near the solid surface. This
mechanism plays a major role in determining the interaction be-
tween two neighbouring surfaces. For a wide range of systems, the
DLVO theory, introduced by Derjaguin-Landau (Derjaguin and Lan-
dau, 1941) and Verwey-Overbeek (Verwey, 1947) in the late 1940s,
can be used to describe the interactions between two charged sur-
faces in aqueous solutions. However, if the two surfaces come closer
into small separations (a few molecular layers thick) the continuum
DLVO theory is no longer valid. At this scale, the properties of the
solvent (e.g., density, mobility and orientational order) diﬀer from
the related values in the bulk, and thus the solvation forces come into
play with their additional dependency on the chemical and physical
properties of the surfaces (e.g., hydrophobic or hydrophilic, rough
or smooth, crystalline or amorphous surfaces) (Israelachvili, 2011).
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3.1 DLVO theory
DLVO is a continuum theory that describes the interaction between
two opposing surfaces as a sum of attractive van der Waals (vdW)
and repulsive Electrical Double Layer (EDL) forces.
van der Waals force
For two parallel ﬂat surfaces, the vdW contribution is given by,
FvdW = − A6πD3 (3.1)
where A, the non-retarded Hamaker constant, can be calculated
using Lifshitz theory (Israelachvili, 2011; Lifshitz, 1956). For two
identical surfaces in a medium (air or liquid), the Hamaker constant
is obtained by the following equation,
A = 34kT
(
1 − 3
1 + 3
)2
+ 3hνe
16
√
2
(n21 − n23)2
(n21 + n23)3/2
(3.2)
where n1 and 1 are refractive index and dielectric permitivity for
both identical interacting surfaces, and n3 and 3 are refractive index
and dielectric permitivity for the intervening medium. Because A
is always positive for identical surfaces, the vdW contribution for
these systems is always attractive.
Electrical double layer forces
The so-called Electrical Double Layer (EDL) is a representative
structure used to describe the charge distribution near charged
surfaces in an electrolyte solution (Israelachvili, 2011). Several
models have been proposed to describe the EDL model, including
the Helmholtz model (Helmholtz, 1853), the Gouy-Chapman model
(Chapman, 1913; Gouy, 1910) and the Stern model. In the Stern
model (Stern, 1924), the EDL contains two parts with a “Stern
layer” as the inner part and a “Diﬀuse layer” as the outer part.
The Stern layer consists of ionic species adsorbed to the surface.
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The diﬀuse layer is right above the Stern layer, where the ions
are free to bounce around, balancing between the thermal diﬀu-
sion and Coulomb attraction, while electrically screening the Stern
layer. The Debye length (κ−1) is the characteristic dimension of the
diﬀuse layer and is a function of the ionic strength of the solution
(Israelachvili, 2011).
The EDL interaction force between two parallel ﬂat surfaces can
be described as (Israelachvili, 2011),
FEDL =
(
κ2
2π
)
Ze−κD (3.3)
where, κ is the reciprocal Debye length and Z is an interaction
parameter, which for a monovalent electrolyte (e.g., NaCl solution)
is given as a function of the surface potential (Israelachvili, 2011),
Z = 64π0(kT/e)2tanh2(eψ0/4kT )
here, ψ0 is the surface potential, which for calcite is a function of
the pH, Ca2+ concentration (Foxall et al., 1979; Stipp, 1999) and
PCO2 (Wolthers et al., 2008).
As an example, consider two calcite ﬂat surfaces in a NaCl solu-
tion. Figure 3.1 shows the calculated DLVO interactions for various
NaCl concentrations assuming a surface potential of either 15 or 20
mV, corresponding to expected surface potentials for pH between
8 and 9 (Wolthers et al., 2008, Figure 3B). As expected, the posi-
tion and height of the EDL repulsive barrier changes by increasing
salt concentration. At high salt concentration, the interaction be-
comes purely attractive. However, for ionic strengths larger than
approximately 100 mM and surface separations shorter than the
Debye length (Diao and Espinosa-Marzal, 2016; Israelachvili, 2011),
the continuum DLVO theory breaks down and other eﬀects, such
as hydration eﬀects and speciﬁc ion interactions, become more pro-
nounced (Donaldson et al., 2015; Pashley and Israelachvili, 1984;
Ricci et al., 2013; Zachariah et al., 2016).
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Figure 3.1: Calculated DLVO for two ﬂat, smooth calcite surfaces in
NaCl solution, with separation D, using combination of Equations 3.1
and 3.3. By reducing the Debye length (measured as κ−1 = 0.304√
[c]
for
NaCl (as 1:1 electrolyte)), the EDL repulsive forces shrinks eventually.
In this measurement ψ0 is assumed to be 20 mV for dotted lines and 15
mV for solid lines. The inset shows a sketch of two interacting surfaces
in an electrolyte solution with separation D.
3.2 Hydration forces
When the separation between two opposing surfaces becomes very
small, conﬁnement may inﬂuence the liquid density distribution and
interaction between the solute molecules and surfaces as a function
of surface separation (Israelachvili, 2011). These interactions can
lead to measurable forces described as solvation forces, or, in the
presence of water molecules, hydration forces. Hydration forces are
a function of distance and more pronounced at separations below
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the Debye length (Israelachvili, 2011). They can be monotonically
repulsive between hydrophilic atomically rough surfaces (Donaldson
et al., 2015; Espinosa-Marzal et al., 2012; Israelachvili, 2011), or os-
cillatory for smooth and rigid surfaces (Diao and Espinosa-Marzal,
2016; Israelachvili and Pashley, 1983). Hydration forces are often
categorized as primary or secondary hydration forces (Parsegian
and Zemb, 2011; Parsons et al., 2011). Primary hydration forces
are short-ranged and due to binding of the water molecules to the
surface, resulting in the development of low entropy water layers.
Secondary hydration forces are weaker and longer ranged than the
primary hydrations. They are assumed to be due to hydration of
solute molecules near the surface, above the absorbed water layer
(Parsegian and Zemb, 2011).
SFA measurements on mica surfaces by Pashley and Israelachvili
(1984) and Pashley (1981) showed that the strength of hydration
forces is correlated with the ion hydration, such that more hydrated
ions give rise to stronger hydration forces. In fact, the strength of
hydration increases in order of
Mg2+ > Ca2+ > Li+ ≈ Na+ > K+ > Cs+
as discussed by Israelachvili (2011). Recent SFA and AFM measure-
ments have also shown that the repulsive hydration forces between
calcite surfaces (Diao and Espinosa-Marzal, 2016) and mica surfaces
(Baimpos et al., 2014; Donaldson et al., 2015) are related to a high
population of counterions in diﬀerent hydration states in the water
layer absorbed to surface.
To summarize, the hydration repulsion between two hydrophilic
surfaces in small separations (below the characterized Debye length),
can be described as an exponentially decaying repulsive force, as
given by Israelachvili (2011)
W (D) = W0e−D/λ (3.4)
where D is the separation, λ is the decay length, typically on the
order of a few nm (0.5-2 nm for mica and silica (Donaldson et al.,
2015)), and W 0 depends on the surface hydration (Donaldson et al.,
2015; Pashley, 1981; Pashley and Israelachvili, 1984).
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3.3 Ion-ion correlation forces
When a large number of ions are adsorbed on surfaces in an elec-
trolyte solution, the possible correlation between ions on opposing
surfaces give rise to additional interaction forces. Ion-ion correlation
can generate a net attractive force between two charged opposing
surfaces due to 1) correlation between ions on one surface and ions
on the other surface, and 2) strong correlation between counteri-
ons on the same surface, mostly in divalent solutions, that leads
to a reduction in the thickness of the diﬀuse layer upon approach
of the opposing surface and therefore decreases the EDL repulsion
(Labbez et al., 2009). Attractive ion-ion correlation forces are not
limited to divalent solutions, as Franks (2002) showed a strong at-
traction between silica surfaces in KCl and CsCl. A similar result
was obtained by Baimpos et al. (2014) between two mica surfaces
in CsCl, attributed to ion-ion correlation forces.
3.4 Eﬀect of surface roughness
Surface roughness, often characterized by asperities in diﬀerent
scales, has a signiﬁcant impact on adhesion and friction between
two macroscopic surfaces. It is interesting to know that even the
smallest, nanometer-sized asperities can be enough to make the in-
teraction between two surfaces go from adhesive (in the absence of
roughness) to repulsive (Persson et al., 2005). This is because both,
roughness decreases the area of contact between the surfaces (see
Figure 3.2), and elastic deformation of the highest asperities gives
rise to repulsive surface forces (Eom et al., 2017; Parsons et al.,
2014) by disturbing the arrangement of surface species. Asperities
may come into contact long before the midplane of two surfaces can
touch at D = 0.
Calcite surfaces are among those minerals that display some de-
gree of roughness at the molecular scales. Although many studies
have been carried out to address the role of surface roughness in
surface force measurements (Benz et al., 2006; Eom et al., 2017;
Parsons et al., 2014; Persson and Scaraggi, 2014; Persson et al.,
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Close-up of contact area
Figure 3.2: Schematic of
contact for two presum-
ably ﬂat calcite surfaces
with nano-scale roughness
characterized by steps and
kinks. The surfaces look
ﬂat on large scale but
rough in the smaller scale,
seen by magniﬁcation here.
2005; Persson, 2006; Persson and Gorb, 2003; Thormann, 2017), its
eﬀect on the interactions between calcite surfaces has been poorly
addressed. The water wettability of calcite has been shown to be
inﬂuenced by the surface roughness (Ulusoy and Yekeler, 2005; Ulu-
soy et al., 2004). Chen et al. (2017) observed increased wettability
and enhanced oil desorption from the calcite surfaces by increasing
calcite surface roughness. Recent modeling work by Wolthers et al.
(2012) indicates that the surface topography of calcite is directly
related to the reactivity of calcite surfaces in aqueous solutions.
Changes in roughness may occur because of the dynamic nature
of calcite surfaces in contact with aqueous solutions (Stipp et al.,
1994), which can thus inﬂuence the forces between calcite surfaces
(as discussed in the previous chapter). Moreover, contacting surface
asperities give rise to an exponentially decaying repulsive forces,
that although varied in magnitude and range, can potentially be
interpreted as hydration repulsion (Brant and Childress, 2004; Eom
et al., 2017) which could complicate the interpretations of force
measurements.
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Chapter 4
Experimental techniques
for measuring surface forces
Doing physics is much more enjoyable than
just learning it. Maybe “doing it” is the
right way of learning, at least as far as I
am concerned.
Gerd Binnig
T his chapter covers the scientiﬁc background for two commonexperimental methods used for surface force measurements
at nano-scale. It also describes the experimental setups and pro-
cedures employed in this thesis to measure the surface interactions
between calcite surfaces in aqueous solutions.
4.1 Atomic Force Microscopy
The Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Figure 4.1, was invented in
1986 by Binnig and Quate (1986), right after the invention of the
Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM). In the early years, AFM
measurements were mainly focused on reducing the forces between
sample and tip to obtain better resolution images, which required
the need to understand the interaction forces between AFM probe
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and the sample (Butt et al., 2005). Later, the force measurement
technique has been widely extended for not only high-resolution
AFM images but also to studying the properties of the sample, tip
and an intervening medium. These forces are a function of sep-
aration between a tip and a sample, in addition to the material
properties of two interacting surfaces.
4.1.1 AFM force measurement technique
4.1.1.1 Overview
In force measurements with AFM, the tip that is attached to can-
tilever (with spring constant kc) moves relative to the surface of a
sample in the normal direction by a piezoelectric translator. During
this movement, the possible deﬂection of the cantilever (Zc) due
to interaction force between the tip and surface, is recorded versus
the piezo position (Zp), and makes a set of curves, one upon ap-
proach and one on retraction, as shown in Figure 4.2. These curves
are converted to force-distance curves and typically known as the
“force curves”.
The force corresponding to a given deﬂection is found using the
Hooke’s law,
F = kcZc (4.1)
where kc is the cantilever spring constant and a function of mate-
rial properties (characterized by Young’s modulus) and cantilever
dimensions (Butt et al., 2005).
The tip-sample separation, D, is found as D = Zc + Zp. D =
0 is a matter of deﬁnition and chosen as the contact point, the
position where the surface separation shows negligible change when
increasing the applied force.
A representative measured force-distance curve for calcite sur-
faces in NaCl solution is shown in Figure 4.3, where the measured
interaction force is adhesive. (Note: Zc - Zp and force-distance
curves in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are not corresponding and are only
chosen for demonstration).
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of a typical AFM operation. As illus-
trated, the data is collected by the photodetector detecting the reﬂection
of the laser from the end of the cantilever, and processed by a signal
processor and a controller.
4.1.1.2 Calibration of the cantilever
Before each force measurement by the AFM, the cantilever spring
constant, kc, is measured; which usually results in a slightly diﬀer-
ent value than provided by the manufacturer. This is because of
the non-homogeneous thickness and Young’s modulus of cantilevers
(Butt et al., 2005). Therefore it is necessary to calibrate the kc and
the sensitivity (slope of the linear part of the contact region, as seen
in Figure 4.2) of the cantilevers before each experiment.
In this study, to calibrate the cantilever spring constant, we used
the thermal tune calibration method (Hutter and Bechhoefer, 1993).
The thermal tune calibration is a method based on small force im-
pulses provided by the thermal ﬂuctuations, in air or ﬂuid, of a
cantilever. These ﬂuctuations are measured and analyzed by the
AFM software through a noise spectrum plot (ﬂuctuations vs. fre-
quency). The amplitude of this spectrum at a certain temperature
depends on the cantilever spring constant (kc), which is obtained
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Zc
Zp
Figure 4.2: A typical cantilever deﬂection (Zc) upon approach to the
surface and retraction vs. position of piezo (Zp). The sketch is inspired
from (Butt et al., 2005), and modiﬁed to a ﬂat probe with relatively
similar geometry used in all measurements of this work.
by ﬁtting a Lorentz function to the spectrum (see e.g., (Hutter and
Bechhoefer, 1993, Figure 3)).
A force-distance curve at the start of each experiment is used
to determine the sensitivity of the cantilevers. The sensitivity de-
pends on the cantilever properties and the optical path of the laser
light in the experimental environment. We, therefore performed this
stage of the calibration every time we exchanged the ﬂuid during our
experiments (see Manuscript I (Javadi and Røyne, 2018) for more
detail on the ﬂuid exchange process). Sensitivity calibration is done
by measuring a set of output voltages and the corresponding can-
tilever deﬂection (in nanometers). When an AFM is in contact with
a hard surface (e.g., Figure 4.2), the cantilever deﬂection is increas-
ing linearly in the repulsive contact region. By choosing that linear
part of the contact region (where the approach curve meets the re-
tract curve), the AFM software can determine the factor to convert
the voltage into nanometer, named as sensitivity with (nm/V) as
its unit. A typical sensitivity is up to 100 nm/V, depending on the
environment (air or liquid). We measured values between 50 and 85
nm/V for all experiments presented in this work.
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Figure 4.3: Force-distance curve between two calcite surfaces in 800
mM NaCl solution. This ﬁgure shows the pull-oﬀ force, which is the
measure of adhesive strength based on the force used in pulling the can-
tilever oﬀ the surface. Set point refers to the applied normal force, which
equals to 5 nN in this measurement. This ﬁgure is adopted from (Javadi
and Røyne, 2018).
4.1.2 Colloidal probe technique
An important breakthrough in AFM force measurements came in
the work of Ducker et al. (1991) and Butt (1991) with the intro-
duction of the so-called “colloidal probe technique”. In this tech-
nique the cantilever is modiﬁed by attaching a particle/fragment
to the end of a tipless cantilever, replacing the typical sharp tip of
the AFM. This technique has made the AFM force measurements
more applicable for diﬀerent materials, and for in situ measure-
ments. With this technique, depending on the shape and size of the
attached particles, highly sensitive quantitative analyze of surface
forces have become more feasible (Butt et al., 2005).
Ducker et al. (1991) introduced their method by glueing silica
spheres, with 3.5 μm radius, to a cantilever for long-range repul-
sive force measurements between two silica surfaces in NaCl solu-
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tions. Shortly after, Butt (1991) used the same method and glued
alumina and diamond shards and glass beads for force measure-
ments against mica and glass planar surfaces, showing that the
colloidal probe technique is not limited to only spherical particles.
The probe can be fabricated in various sizes and shapes depend-
ing on the measurement requirements. Force measurements with
the colloidal probe technique is now a well established technique,
through which the measurements of interaction between surfaces
with various chemical compositions have been studied by several
groups using either commercial or in situ fabricated colloidal AFM
probes (Biggs et al., 2005; Jiang and Turner, 2016; Levenson and
Emmanuel, 2017; Liu et al., 2016; Pourchet et al., 2013; Røyne et al.,
2015). There are multiple methods to develop and fabricate the
AFM microprobes in addition to those that are commercially avail-
able (see e.g., http://www.nanosensors.com/products-catalog and
(Butt et al., 2005)).
In this thesis, we use the colloidal probe technique to in situ
fabricate a calcite probe for measuring the interaction between two
calcite surfaces, as fully described in Section 4.3.
4.1.3 Challenges with AFM force measurements
in liquids
During surface force measurements, in addition to van der Waals,
electrical double layer, hydrophobic forces (between two hydropho-
bic surfaces), and hydration repulsion forces (between two hydrophilic
surfaces), one must consider that due to the relative motion of sur-
faces and the liquid, hydrodynamic forces contribute to the observed
interactions between two surfaces.
Hydrodynamic forces, like friction forces, belong to a group of
forces that only appear as “a reaction to motion” (Israelachvili,
2011). During force measurements with colloidal probe technique
in liquids, the cantilever moves up and down with respect to the
surface. Unless this movement is at low speed, the extension and
retraction parts of the force curves will have diﬀerent baselines due
to the hydrodynamic drag (Butt et al., 2005). The baseline refers
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to Zc = 0 and Zp = D in the non-contact region as seen in Figure
4.2. The hydrodynamic force is, also, a function of distance; it is re-
pulsive upon approach and attractive upon retraction, which might
be confused with other types of interfacial forces.
During the force measurements with AFM colloidal probe in
aqueous solutions, the hydrodynamic forces must be taken into ac-
count unless the approach and retract velocities are slow enough to
eliminate the eﬀect of these forces. In this study, we measured no
hydrodynamic eﬀect at velocities below 500 nm/s. All experiments
presented here have been performed at 150 nm/s ≤ v ≤ 200 nm/s
to avoid any possible hydrodynamic eﬀect.
4.2 Surface Force Apparatus
The Surface Force Apparatus (SFA) measures interaction forces be-
tween surfaces in ﬂuids (air or liquid) at nN resolution based on
optical interferometry (Israelachvili and Tabor, 1972; Tabor and
Winterton, 1968). The SFA has the potential to measure both the
interfacial forces and surface deformations. SFA also provides infor-
mation on the thickness of the ﬂuid ﬁlm conﬁned between the two
surfaces. The quantitative measure of surface separation, in addi-
tion to visualizing the surfaces during force measurements, make the
SFA superior over the AFM. However, the SFA is limited to ﬂexi-
ble, transparent surfaces due to the geometry of the sample holders
(Figure 4.4).
In the SFA, the separation (D) between two interacting surfaces,
the interaction forces (F), and the surface shape (deformations) are
measured by analyzing the optical interference fringes that result
from, white light passing through the opposing surfaces (Figure 4.4).
The transmitted light is the result of multiple beam reﬂections be-
tween the semi-reﬂective samples, and observed in a spectrometer
as interferometric “Fringes of Equal Chromatic Orders” (FECO)
(Israellachvili, 2013).
The multiple beam interferometry technique is based on placing
two transparent materials, with a semi-reﬂective backside coating
(e.g., 45 - 55 nm thick ﬁlms of deposited gold or silver), in a close
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Figure 4.4: Schematic sketch of the SFA. The cross-section of the con-
tact is highly magniﬁed here for illustration of the opposing surfaces in
ﬂuid mounted on silica disks (typically with radius of 1 cm) for mea-
surement. This sketch is reproduced from (Fröberg et al., 1999) with
permission.
vicinity. The transmitted light, with discrete wavelength λ0n, that
has gone through multiple reﬂections between the surfaces is con-
verged with an optical lens, and measured as fringes (FECO) in a
spectrometer. The wavelength of the transmitted light is character-
ized as λ0n when two surfaces are in contact and as λDn when they are
separated. In a typical SFA measurement with mica λDn is measured
by (Israellachvili, 2013),
tan(2πμD/λDn ) =
2μ¯sin
(
(1−λ0n)/λDn
(1−λ0n)/(λ0n−1)π
)
(1 + μ¯2)cos
(
(1−λ0n)/(λDn )
(1−λ0n)/(λ0n−1)π
)
± (μ¯2 − 1)
(4.2)
where μ¯ = μmica/μ with μmica as the refractive index of mica at λDn
and μ is the refractive index of the ﬂuid between two mica surfaces.
Plus sign (+) refers to the odd fringes (n = 1, 3, 5, ..) and minus sign
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(-) for even fringes (n = 0, 2, 4, ..). The great beneﬁt of this method
is that the thickness of mica ﬁlms does not need to be known, as long
as both ﬁlms have the same thickness. This method is usually ideal
for experiments with symmetrical layers and known order of contact
fringes (small separations) (Israelachvili, 1973; Tadmor et al., 2003).
In this study, we use an open source software Reﬂcalc (Reith-
meier and Erbe, 2010) to calculate the surface separations between
in-house customized deposited calcite surfaces (see Section 4.3.2) in
the SFA. More details regarding force measurements between calcite
surfaces are given in Manuscript II (Dziadkowiec et al., 2018) and
in the supporting information document.
During force runs in the SFA, the lower surface is moved rel-
ative to the upper surface using a motor. Forces acting between
the surfaces cause the force measuring spring, on which the lower
surface is ﬁxed, to bend (it is a “double-spring cantilever” with
k ≈ 2000N/m (Israellachvili, 2013)), (see Figure 4.4). The change
in separation (displacement) measured by the optical interferemeter
is linearly proportional to the applied force, based on the Hooke’s
law (F = kD). The measured force between curved surfaces is nor-
malized by the surface radius R. It corresponds to the interaction
free energy per unit area, G, between two ﬂat surfaces, based on
approximation by Derjaguin (in 1934) (Israelachvili, 2011),
F
R
= 2πG (4.3)
this equation is valid while the surface separation is much smaller
compared to R.
4.3 Experimental methods
The results of all experiments performed for this work are presented
as two publications (Dziadkowiec et al., 2018; Javadi and Røyne,
2018), and one manuscript in preparation. The ﬁrst manuscript
builds on preliminary AFM experiments at the University of Copen-
hagen and presents results from experiments with the AFM, JPK
system, installed in the Physics department at the University of
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Oslo. The study described in the second manuscript involved in-
stalling the SFA in the Physics department from scratch, along with
my own designed temperature controller box and the enclosure. In
addition, an extended number of trials took place for sample prepa-
ration for the SFA that resulted in the successful method presented
brieﬂy in Section 4.3.2 and with more detail in the Manuscript II,
a practical method for measuring interactions between calcite sur-
faces in various aqueous solutions with SFA. The third manuscript
is inspired by the other two studies, in which we present the result of
combining two experimental methods, AFM colloidal probe and in-
verse imaging, to investigate the calcite surface roughness evolution
as the eﬀect of various aqueous solutions and ﬁnd a link between
calcite dissolution and/or recrystallization processes and measured
surface forces. Following is mainly focused on describing these ex-
perimental methods.
4.3.1 Using calcite in the AFM
In this work, we use a JPK NanoWizard R©4 Bioscience AFM. We
keep it in force spectroscopy mode for force measurements and in QI-
mode (Quantitative Imaging) for the imaging. This AFM is placed
on an inverted Olympus IX71 microscope. In addition, there is a
stand-alone operation TopViewOpticsTMto provide a clear top view
of the sample. We use this tool for the probe fabrication procedure
as well as during entire experiments to monitor the sample.
4.3.1.1 Materials
We use Iceland spar calcite for all performed AFM measurements
in this work. Prior to each experiment, we cleave the calcite to
an approx. 5×5 mm crystal and glue it to a glass slide using a
UV-curing adhesive (Casco Glaslim). We customized a ﬂuid cell as
such we can exchange the ﬂuid easily during experiments (Figure
4.5). For that, we use a plastic ring (20 mm inner diameter, 6.5 mm
height, ﬁnal capacity approx. 3.5 ml) and embedded inlet and outlet
ports connecting to plastic tubing. In order to ﬁx the ﬂuid cell, we
use Reprorubber self-cure rubber. To avoid ﬂuid evaporation, we
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use a silicon membrane to loosely seal the top of the ﬂuid cell.
Fluid cell
Inlet port
Outlet portSelf-curing rubber
cleaved calcite
Figure 4.5: Cleaved calcite inside a custom made ﬂuid cell with one
inlet and one outlet for ﬂuid exchange. It is ﬁxed to the JPK AFM stage
that was used for all measurements.
Solutions used for all experiments were made using various con-
centrations of NaCl (VWR, 100.2%), MgSO4 (MERCK, 98%), and
MgCl2 hexahydrate (MERCK, 99-101%) in pre-saturated CaCO3
solutions using CaCO3 powder (MERCK) and deionized (type II)
water. All solutions were made at least two weeks before every
experiment, and left stationary to reach to the equilibrium state.
Solutions are kept 12h before experiments inside the AFM enclo-
sure for thermal equilibration. The measurement of pH-value for
each solution shows no signiﬁcant change before and after each ex-
periment (averaged value of 8-9). These measurements are all in
good agreement with our calculations using PHREEQC for open
and closed systems (see Manuscript I: (Javadi and Røyne, 2018)).
The diﬀerence between open and closed systems is the exchange of
CO2 with the atmosphere, as such it is none for the closed systems.
4.3.1.2 AFM-probe modiﬁcation
The AFM calcite probe plays the role of the second calcite surface
in our measurements, and is placed against the cleaved surface. We
adapt the method of fabrication from (Røyne et al., 2015), as shown
in Figure 4.6. Cleaving calcite leaves a surface full of small calcite
fragments. Among those we choose a fragment with 40-70 μm in
length and 15-20 μm in width.
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Figure 4.6: A, not to scale, sketch to illustrate the preparation of calcite
probe. a) Freshly cleaved calcite crystal with small fragments on surface,
glued to a microscope glass slide with a drop of epoxy glue by its side.
AFM tipless cantilever is already picked up the glue and ready to engage
to the suitable calcite fragment. b) After 16 hours the Epoxy glue is
cured and calcite fragment is attached to the cantilever, ready to start
the measurement. The ﬂuid cell is not sketched here, in order to simplify
the illustration.
A tipless cantilever (All In One-TL, 15 kHz, 0.2 N/m) is moved
over a drop of two component epoxy glue (Epoxy Universal 335,
DANA LIM, mixing ratio 1:1), that is placed close to the crystal,
brought down to pick up a tiny drop, and moved back to the po-
sition of the chosen particle (Figure 4.6a). The cantilever is then
brought into contact with the calcite fragment and left at a constant
applied force overnight, approx. 12-16h, to set. Figure 4.6b shows a
ready-to-use calcite probe. In order to ensure two parallel interact-
ing surfaces, all measurements are performed without moving the
calcite probe from its initial position. Before each glueing process,
we measure the spring constant of the cantilever and the sensitivity
with the methods described in Section 4.1.1.2. Figure 4.7 shows a
SEM image of one calcite probe after the experiment.
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Figure 4.7: SEM image of a representative calcite probe, after the
experiment, with surface area ≈ 1520 μm2. This is imaged by a Hitachi
SU5000 FE-SEM, at 13 kV acceleration voltage.
4.3.1.3 Inverse imaging
We study the possible variation in surface topography of the cal-
cite probe as a function of time and chemical composition of ﬂuid
using “inverse imaging”, a method that was ﬁrst introduced by Mon-
telius and Tegenfeldt (1993), for imaging and characterizing an in
situ deposited silver probe. Several people have reported using this
technique for biological applications, e.g. (Stewart et al., 2013),
but to the best of our knowledge, this method has not been used
for characterization of calcite surfaces. The result of this study is
presented as Manuscript III.
In this method, we use the self-curing rubber (mentioned above)
to ﬁx a cantilever (RTESP-300, 300 kHz, 40 N/m), tip pointing
upward, on the glass-bottomed of the ﬂuid cell. The cantilever chip
is placed next to a ≈ 3×3 mm cleaved calcite crystal as shown in
Figure 4.8. The probe modiﬁcation follows the method described
above except for the size of the calcite crystal. We had to cleave a
smaller crystal in order to ﬁt in the ﬂuid cell adjacent to the inverted
cantilever.
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Inverted cantilever
Figure 4.8: Illustration of inverted cantilever next to the cleaved calcite,
additional procedure to the probe modiﬁcation (Figure 4.6). The whole
setup is placed in the previously introduced ﬂuid cell. The sketch is not
to scale.
4.3.2 Using calcite in the SFA
Muscovite mica with its molecularly smooth surface is known to
be an ideal material for SFA measurements (Alcantar et al., 2003a;
Anzalone et al., 2006; Baimpos et al., 2014; Donaldson et al., 2015;
Heuberger et al., 2017). However, SFA experiments have not been
limited to only mica surfaces. In addition to biological surfaces
(Leckband, 1995; Sivasankar et al., 1999; Yang et al., 2012), Benz
et al. (2006) used SFA for measuring the surface roughness eﬀect on
adhesion between polymeric surfaces; and Alcantar et al. (2003b)
for adhesion of “ductile” metal surfaces. Due to their brittle nature,
calcite surfaces had not been used in the SFA before. Only recently
Chen et al. (2017) used synthesized discontinuous calcite surfaces for
studying the calcite reactivity in SFA measurements, and wettability
of calcite in the context of oil recovery in EOR systems.
In this work, we use the SFA (SFA2000; SurfaceForce LLC, USA)
(Israelachvili et al., 2010), equipped with a spectrometer (Prince-
ton Instruments IsoPlane SCT320 with a PIXIS2048B camera) for
MBI and a camera (Thorlabs DCC1645C) for surface topography
observations (resolution of 0.015 μm/pixel). The primary goal of
this project was to develop a method for using calcite surfaces in
the SFA and then measuring the adhesive properties of calcite in
brine. We tested diﬀerent ways of calcite preparation for the SFA,
among which calcite deposition using Atomic Layer Vapor Deposi-
tion (ALVD) method was proved most suitable. With this method
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polycrystalline calcite ﬁlms, 100-200 nm thick, were grown on gold-
coated cleaved mica ﬁlms with 1-10 μm thickness. This method is
adapted from Nilsen et al. (2004). In summary, the growth of cal-
cite ﬁlms happens by frequently pulsing the precursors: Ca(thd)2
(Hthds2,2,6,6-tetramethylheptan-3,5-dione) as a Ca source, Ozone
gas and CO2 in a reaction chamber. An inert gas (N2) ﬂows, with
a constant rate, into the chamber between each pulse of precursors
to control the reactor pressure. The deposition reaction takes place
in the gas phase but the growth of calcite ﬁlms happens on the sub-
strates placed in the reaction chamber. Gold-coated mica ﬁlms are
those solid substrates for our samples. The deposition temperature
ranged between 250 and 300◦ C (Dziadkowiec et al., 2018). Further
details are given in Manuscript II (Dziadkowiec et al., 2018).
Figure 4.9: Topography measurement of ALD deposited calcite ﬁlm on
Mica at 300◦C, shown as AFM height map ( rms = 4.3 nm).
Following our goal, the deposited calcite ﬁlms could be easily
mounted on the SFA cylindrical disks. After each deposition, we
performed X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) analysis that conﬁrmed the ﬁlms
were composed of calcite, mostly oriented in the (104) direction (see
Manuscript II: (Dziadkowiec et al., 2018)). The only drawback of
these deposited ﬁlms was the uncontrolled surface roughness. The
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surface roughness was characterized as rms values and measured
by the AFM before and after the SFA experiments (see also the
Manuscript II for the discussion on surface roughness). As an ex-
ample Figure 4.9 shows one of the calcite ﬁlms deposited on mica
at 300◦ C with thickness ≈100 nm and rms value of 4.3 nm.
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Chapter 5
Results and discussion
T he full results of the thesis work are presented as two pub-lications and one manuscript in preparation. The ﬁrst
manuscript, titled “Adhesive forces between two cleaved calcite sur-
faces in NaCl solutions: The importance of ionic strength and nor-
mal loading”, builds entirely on AFM experiments. The second
manuscript, titled “Surface Force Apparatus measurements of in-
teraction between rough and reactive calcite surfaces”, introduces a
practical method for measuring interactions between calcite surfaces
in various aqueous solutions using the SFA. For further experimental
details, see Chapter 4.
In the ﬁrst two manuscripts, we found signiﬁcant eﬀects of cal-
cite surface topography (or roughness) and nm-scale crystallization
processes on the interfacial forces between calcite grains in aqueous
solutions, with their possible eﬀect on the observed decrease of co-
hesion in the saturated carbonate bearing rocks. Therefore, it was
important to extend our measurements to a further detailed inves-
tigation of surface roughness evolution, and ﬁnding visual evidence
on the eﬀect of roughness on the interaction between calcite sur-
faces in brines. For that reason, we introduce the inverse imaging
technique with AFM, for the ﬁrst time using calcite, in Manuscript
III titled “Direct observation of AFM calcite probe: Implication for
calcite roughness evolution measurement”. With this technique, we
can measure the surface forces between the calcite probe and an
opposing calcite surface while measuring the topography variation
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in the surface of the calcite probe.
In this chapter, I have summarized and discussed the main
results of the thesis. Further details are given in the attached
manuscripts. The most signiﬁcant results of the thesis work re-
late to how the adhesion between two calcite surfaces are aﬀected
by ﬂuid chemistry, applied normal force, time, contact area and
roughness.
5.1 Main results
5.1.1 Eﬀect of ﬂuid chemistry
By using the AFM, we measured the interaction forces between
two freshly cleaved calcite surfaces in CaCO3-saturated solutions
with varying NaCl concentration. In these measurements, we consis-
tently observed that the interaction between calcite surfaces changed
from repulsive to adhesive when the concentration of NaCl exceeded
about 100 mM (see Figure 5.1(right) for an exemplary result). With
continuing increase in salinity, the measured adhesion (quantiﬁed as
the force required to separate two surfaces from an adhesive contact)
was observed to increase with increasing the NaCl concentration. In
agreement with recent studies by Diao and Espinosa-Marzal (2016)
and Røyne et al. (2015), we also measured strong repulsion in low
NaCl concentration and water (CaCO3-saturated solution). Similar
results were achieved through our SFA measurements in CaCO3-
saturated solutions.
5.1.2 Eﬀect of applied normal load
In AFM experiments, the measured adhesion was found to increase
when the applied normal force was increased in the range from 5 to
30 nN. This behavior is ﬁtted, for all experiments, to a linear func-
tion of the form Fad = αFn + F0ad, where Fad is the measured pull-oﬀ
force (adhesion) and Fn is the applied normal force. Figure 5.1(left)
shows the data collapse onto this linear curve, where Fad − F0ad is
plotted against αFn.
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Figure 5.1: The eﬀect of applied normal load (left) and NaCl concen-
tration (right) on adhesive forces between two calcite surfaces during
AFM measurements. Left: this plot shows the collapse of adhesion vs.
applied normal load when F∗ = Fad − F0ad is plotted vs. X∗ = αFn. The
inset shows the slope (α) of the ﬁtting curve against concentration (x-
axis is plotted in log-scale). Right: an exemplary result (calcite probe
surface area = 650 μm2) of measured adhesion that increases with NaCl
concentration. The left plot is modiﬁed from (Javadi and Røyne, 2018).
5.1.3 Eﬀect of time and surface roughness
Because of the dynamic nature of calcite in contact with water
molecules (Stipp et al., 1996), we expected the actual contact area
between the contacting surfaces to change continuously, and to ob-
serve such eﬀect as a variation in the measured adhesion with time
in our AFM experiments. We only observed a slow change in mea-
sured adhesion (Fad) with time, with no consistent increasing or
decreasing trend. Figure 5.2 shows an exemplary result of Fad for
one set of two interacting calcite surfaces in NaCl solution of 500
mM concentration. The applied force (Fn) is in the range of 5 to 30
nN for each loop. The upward trend illustrated in Figure 5.2 is not
a consistent trend for all our measurements.
In our SFA measurements, we measured the interaction forces
between similar (calcite-calcite (CC)) and dissimilar (calcite-mica
(CM)) surfaces in water (saturated CaCO3 solutions). Depending
on the calcite surface roughness, we measured adhesion and repul-
sion between calcite and mica in CaCO3 solutions and only repulsion
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Figure 5.2: Measured adhesion with time in NaCl solution with 500
mM concentration. Measured adhesion (Fad) increases with Fn in each
loop and mostly return to their initial state (for low values of Fn). The
dotted line is a sketch to illustrate the variation trend of Fad with time at
each applied load value. This plot is modiﬁed from (Javadi and Røyne,
2018).
between calcite surfaces independent on surface roughness. Both the
magnitude and onset of attractive and repulsive forces are expected
to depend on the surface roughness (Teng et al., 2011; Valtiner et al.,
2012). Therefore, to quantify the variation in surface roughness
during the experiments, we introduced an exponential decay length
(λ) of the approach part of the repulsive force curves (ﬁtted to
F(D) = F0exp(−D/λ)) to be an indirect measure of surface rough-
ness (Parsons et al., 2014). Figure 5.3 shows the repulsive forces as
a function of distance (D) between CC and CM surfaces in CaCO3
solutions, where the magnitude and onset of the repulsive forces
are strongly inﬂuenced by the calcite surface roughness (which is
measured by λ).
We observed increasing adhesion with applied force between cal-
cite and mica surfaces, in CaCO3-solutions, with time. This was
correlated directly with the decrease of calcite surface roughness, as
discussed later.
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Figure 5.3: Repulsive forces is plotted against the distance between two
calcite surfaces (blue) and between calcite and mica (green) in CaCO3-
saturated solutions. In this ﬁgure, only the force curves on approach are
shown. D = 0 is located at the applied load of ≈50 mN/m for all force
curves. The shadings mark approximate ranges of the measured force.
The inset shows a closer approach to the D region between 0 and 100
nm. Figure is from (Dziadkowiec et al., 2018).
In our AFM experiments, we optically measured surface area of
each modiﬁed calcite probe before the experiments. These values
are referred to as nominal surface area in this work. Through our
measureents, we observed no correlation between measured adhesion
and the nominal contact area. This is because the actual contact
area for rough surfaces, e.g. calcite, is a function of number, size
and height of asperities; and surface forces are measured depending
on the geometry, density (Bhattacharjee et al., 1998; Huang et al.,
2010) and height distribution of asperities (Eom et al., 2017; Par-
sons et al., 2014). This makes the actual contact area being always
smaller than the nominal area (Prokopovich and Perni, 2010). Hoek
and Agarwal (2006) have also observed a similar behavior for the
rough polyamide membranes, where the average interaction energy
was measured as a function of surface area, size and density of sur-
face asperities.
Based on our measurements with both AFM and SFA, progres-
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sive variation in calcite surface topography with time, due to nm-
recystallization upon equilibration with pore ﬂuid of varied chem-
istry, inﬂuences the measured adhesion between two calcite sur-
faces and consequently their mechanical strength. We therefore,
introduced an additional method to quantify this eﬀect using “in-
verse imaging” technique with AFM, that is described in Chapter 4.
Through these measurements, we observed that the surface rough-
ness, which is characterized by λ, is decreasing with time in MgSO4,
MgCl2 and NaCl solutions with ionic strength of 1.2 M. Figure 5.4
shows an exemplary result of the average values for variation of
measured λ in MgSO4 and NaCl solutions with time. These results
indicate that the calcite surfaces might become smoother with time
in the electrolyte solutions used here.
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Figure 5.4: The averaged λ is plotted against number of measurement
rounds (i.e., elapsed time) in MgSO4 (left) and NaCl (right) with the
same ionic strength of 1.2 M. Diﬀerent color in each plot represents one
day of measurement, and each marker stands for λ¯ of one round of ≈200
force curves.
5.2 Discussion
We measured adhesion between calcite surfaces in NaCl solutions
around 100 mM, and found that by increasing the concentration
the adhesion becomes stronger. Possible explanations for this ob-
servation include the decreased level of water activity (Kohns et al.,
2016; Mutisya et al., 2017) or the DLVO theory through which the
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higher salt concentration is linked with decreased electrical dou-
ble layer repulsion and the dominance of van der Waals attractive
forces. However, since in our PHREEQC calculations we found
a minor change in water activity between low and high salt con-
centrations; and the ionic strength is beyond what should be the
limit of the DLVO theory (Smith et al., 2016), these assumptions
cannot be valid for our measurements. Instead, we propose that
progressively weak secondary hydration and strong ion-ion corre-
lation forces are the key mechanisms leading to stronger adhesion
measured in higher-concentration solutions. In this study, we at-
tributed the measured repulsion between calcite surfaces in water
to both repulsive secondary hydration forces and to the roughness
eﬀect. The secondary hydration forces are long ranged repulsive
forces due to hydration of solute molecules near the surface at small
separations (see Chapter 3). Both the hydration force and rough-
ness eﬀects add an exponentially repulsive component to the total
interaction force between the surfaces (Eom et al., 2017); thus, it
was not straightforward to distinguish between these two contribu-
tions. We used the model suggested by Parsons et al. (2014) to
semi-quantify the roughness eﬀect (Section 5.1.3), through which
we showed that the hydration repulsion is lowering in magnitude as
roughness increases, because only the highest asperities in contact
will reach separations small enough to experience the nm-ranged
interaction.
Assessing how the strength of contact-bonds, for rough calcite
surfaces, in aqueous solutions may be inﬂuenced by normal load and
salinity of the pore ﬂuid can be relevant for carbonate rocks and ge-
ological environments, where calcite surfaces are under a various
amount of pressure and in contact with percolating ﬂuids. In our
AFM experiments, the measured adhesion increased linearly with
increasing the applied force (Figure 5.1(left)). The possible expla-
nation may lie in the surface roughness. For rough surfaces, we may
assume that the microscopic contribution to the macroscopic, eﬀec-
tive interfacial energy, γ, can be expressed as the sum of the product
of contact-bond strengths, β, and actual area, σ, of all contacting
asperities that deﬁne the real surface area. Both parameters, β and
σ, may change with time (t) and applied normal load (Fn):
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γ(Fn, t) = Σiβi(Fn, t)σi(Fn, t) (5.1)
Elastic processes take place only if, the required force to separate
two adhesive surfaces is independent of both time and applied load.
In that case, the macroscopic surface energy on approach, γA, equals
that on retraction, γr: γA = γr (point A to B in Figure 5.5). When
γ is not constant, the measured adhesion force will depend on the
time and maximum applied load at the contact, point B to C vs. D
to E in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: “Adhesion hysteresis”, from (Javadi and Røyne, 2018),
presenting reversible and irreversible cycles. Upon approach of adhesive
surfaces, they jump into contact at A and move along the path to B
with increasing normal load. In the case of constant interfacial energy
(γA = γr ), unloading follows the same path back to A and the force
measured at separation is independent of the maximum applied load. If
γA > γr , separation follows the path from B to C. The measured force
of adhesion in this case depends on the maximum applied load (C vs.
E).
When two rough surfaces are brought into contact under an ap-
plied normal load, time-dependent processes can lead to 1) chemical
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strengthening of contact bonds (increased β in our case), and when
unloading they will return to their original state, which was mostly
what we observed in our measurements; and/or 2) asperity creep
through dissolution-precipitation processes, a process that increases
the contact area and consequently the measured adhesion forces.
In the latter case, unloading will not return the surfaces to their
original state, which is in contrary to what we observed through
our AFM experiments (see Figure 5.2). In these measurements, the
slight dependency on time and strong dependency on applied force
of β take into account any possible chemical strengthening of asper-
ities that might result from diﬀusion of ions or from slow chemical
reactions. Such a phenomenon can have a signiﬁcant eﬀect in fric-
tional strengthening of granular faults that are controlled by the
contact strength-driven grain boundary friction (Chen and Spiers,
2016).
For rough loaded surfaces, the total contact area, σ in Equation
5.1, is the sum of areas of individual contacting surface asperities.
Time and load-dependent “asperity creep” through dissolution and
precipitation processes can increase the real area of contact (Gratier
et al., 2009; Renard et al., 2012) that give rise to increased measured
adhesion. This is an irreversible process that leads to the strength-
ening of natural faults in carbonates, and is related to the chemical
reactivity of the interfaces (Renard et al., 2012). Here, through our
AFM measurements, we measure a slight variation in the measured
adhesion, in NaCl solutions, with time in a non-monotonic fashion
(Figure 5.2). Although this might be the indication of irreversible
changes in contact area (pressure solution), we observed no evi-
dence of a consistent ﬂattening of asperities nor plastic deformation
of contacts with time. We propose that the variation in adhesion
and the corresponding contact area is mostly attributed to the local
recrystallization of single asperities in a multiple asperity system,
i.e., rough calcite surfaces.
In our SFA experiments, we expected dissolution of rough con-
tacting calcite surfaces to be inﬂuenced by the applied pressure, be-
cause of 1) pressure solution due to higher solubility of the stressed
solid (Gibbs, 1878), and 2) plastic deformation due to ﬂattening
or breaking the higher asperities. We observed a larger volume
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changes, of small crystals within the contact, in the CC (two in-
teracting calcite surfaces) system than CM (calcite and mica in-
teracting surfaces). We assumed that the contact area in CC was
smaller than the CM system, due to calcite roughness. Therefore,
in the CC system the stress transmitted at the discrete contacts
is much higher than in the CM under the same load, which result
into a much bigger extent of breakage or ﬂattening of the highest
asperities. However, since the surface roughness causes inhomoge-
neous stress distribution on the surface (Rutter and Elliott, 1976), it
was not possible to quantify the dissolution as a function of applied
force. Therefore, we barely observed any correlation between the
applied load and the dissolution rate.
Increasing adhesion with applied force between calcite and mica
surfaces, in CaCO3-solutions, with time, through the SFA experi-
ments, was correlated directly with the decrease of calcite surface
roughness. This is suggested to be due to the progressive increase of
real contact areas between the surfaces, caused by gradual pressure-
driven deformation of calcite surface asperities during repeated load-
ing and unloading cycles. This could be related to the healing pro-
cesses for frictional interfaces as described, in detail, by Renard et al.
(2012). We also show that the interface chemical reactivity of cal-
cite is a function of the initial topography of the surfaces. Initially
smoother surfaces show more roughening progress, which is shown
by stronger measured repulsive forces.
Moreover, in our observations through the “inverse imaging”
technique with AFM, we found that calcite surfaces became
smoother with time in Mg+2-salt and NaCl solutions (Figure 5.4).
This eﬀect might be signiﬁcant for the calcite crack healing in the
presence of Mg2+ that was observed by (Bergsaker et al., 2016).
This could be due to the surface morphological changes that could
have been a driving force to form a solid bond and increase the
adhesion between surfaces separated by a nanometer-wide fracture.
The observed increased adhesion might be because of a larger con-
tact area, which is expected from smoother surfaces that was also
observed in our SFA experiments.
In the oil and gas industry, the tertiary or EOR (Enhanced Oil
Recovery) method is a group of techniques designed to increase the
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oil recovery rate from an oil ﬁeld, where the traditional oil extrac-
tion techniques are no longer eﬀective. Depending on the initial
wetting state of a chalk reservoir, injection of water can promote
oil recovery if the reserve is initially water-wet (like the Ekoﬁsk
ﬁeld). In addition to the initial wettability state of the reservoir,
the chemical composition of the injected ﬂuid (Fathi et al., 2010;
Risnes et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2006) plays an important role in
determining the oil recovery eﬃciency. Seawater injection into the
oil reservoir has been proved to be one exemplary successful EOR
method (Puntervold, 2008).
Several studies have supported the hypothesis that electrostatic
interactions between the calcite surfaces and hydrocarbons’ compo-
nents deﬁne whether the surface repels or adsorbs the oil molecules
by making changes in the surface charge (Hassenkam et al., 2009;
Pedersen et al., 2016; Skovbjerg et al., 2013). Therefore, it is ex-
pected that controlling the electrostatic forces by, for instance, ad-
justing the salinity of contacting ﬂuid will be an eﬀective mecha-
nism to desorb the oil from calcite surfaces and produce oil more
eﬀectively (Pedersen et al., 2016). For example, Liu et al. (2016)
observed that injection of NaCl solution (low and high concentra-
tions) into a carbonate rock increases the oil desorption rate from
calcite surfaces. They explained this result by increased solubility of
calcite in high concentration NaCl solution, which in turn increases
the local pH, leading to more negatively charged calcite surfaces and
hence repulsive forces between the calcite and the oil. For low NaCl
concentrations, they relate the high-rate oil desorption to the EDL
repulsive forces between oil and calcite surfaces. The EDL repulsion
in a conﬁned ﬂuid ﬁlm has a large range for solutions of low salinity,
which can help stabilize a thicker ﬂuid ﬁlm 1. This can make min-
1As discussed in Chapter 1, the stability and thickness of the water ﬁlm
are controlled by the disjoining pressure (Bergeron and Radke, 1995). If the
disjoining pressure of the water ﬁlm between the oil and the mineral surface is
low, the water ﬁlm can collapse, so that oil comes into contact with the pore
wall and makes the rock more oil-wet. The wettability can change from water
wet to oil wet by absorption of active components in the oil to the Ca2+-sites of
the surface (Hiorth et al., 2010). On the other hand, if the disjoining pressure
is higher, the water ﬁlm can remain intact between the oil and the pore wall,
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eral surfaces become more water-wet, with tendency to repel the oil
molecules (Awolayo et al., 2014; Derkani et al., 2018; Fathi et al.,
2010; Hiorth et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2016; Myint and Firoozabadi,
2015; Puntervold, 2008; Shariatpanahi et al., 2011; Strand et al.,
2006, 2008; Wang and Fu, 2018; Zhang et al., 2006). However,
this mechanism is still being debated because of, 1) the heteroge-
neous surface properties of chalk (or calcite), leading to inhomo-
geneous wetting of the surface (Hassenkam et al., 2009; Matthiesen
et al., 2014); and 2) the wide range polar and non-polar components
present in oil (Gomari and Hamouda, 2006; Pedersen et al., 2016).
In this work, we showed that repulsive forces in water and low
NaCl concentration solutions between calcite surfaces increase due
to secondary hydration forces and roughness eﬀect. Repulsive forces,
apart from enhacing the repulsion between calcite surfaces, have a
positive contribution in disjoining pressure that create a more stable
water ﬁlm conﬁned between two surfaces (or making the calcite sur-
faces more water-wet). Therefore, the contact between oil droplets
and rock surfaces become more prevented; thus increasing the oil re-
covery. Water wettability of the calcite surfaces has been also found
to increase with the surface roughness by Ulusoy and Yekeler (2005).
This observation was further emphasized by Chen et al. (2017) for
EOR systems, in which dilute electrolyte solutions enhanced oil des-
orption from calcite surfaces both by aﬀecting the colloidal forces
(EDL, hydration, and vdW forces) and by increasing the surface
roughness.
so that the rock is still water-wet.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and outlook
6.1 Conclusions
T hrough our investigation of the adhesive properties of cal-cite interfacse as a function of pore ﬂuid chemistry at the
nano-scale, we aimed to understand the chemical or/and physio-
chemical processes responsible for the loss of macroscopic strength
of water saturated carbonate, mainly chalk, rocks. We show that
the strength of the contact bonds at the grain boundaries may be
inﬂuenced by both the salinity of the conﬁned ﬂuid and the applied
external force. In our AFM measurements, the chemical strengthen-
ing of the contact bonds appear to be more profound than the time
and stress-induced surface deformation of calcite that could have
been interpreted as pressure solution (known as a physio-chemical
process (Hellmann et al., 1996)) or “asperity creep”. Instead, we sug-
gest that the strengthening of the contact-bonds is mostly due to the
combination of applied normal stress, that increases the population
of surface asperities in contact, and disturbs the calcite hydration
layer by populating it with a high number of partially dehydrated
cations, and increasing attractive ion-ion correlation forces. Our
ﬁndings, i.e. the possible variation in local topography at contacts,
together with a strong dependence on the ionic strength of the so-
lution, might explain the inconsistent behavior of calcite rocks in
NaCl solutions, as reported by diﬀerent authors (Fathi et al., 2010,
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2012; Liu et al., 2016).
Our ﬁndings, through the SFA force measurements, indicate that
the observed low mechanical strength of water-saturated carbonate
rocks may be explained by the strong hydration repulsion between
calcite grains that can be additionally enhanced with the progres-
sive nm-scale recrystallization of the calcite surfaces in water. The
force of crystallization upon mineral growth produces mechanical
repulsive eﬀects that prevent the mineral surfaces with high sur-
face roughness to develop adhesive contacts in water. We show that
nm-scale rough surfaces give rise to repulsive eﬀects due to asperity
deformations that may be stronger than hydration eﬀects.
In this thesis, we discuss that the dynamic calcite surfaces give
rise to the water weakening phenomenon due to a progressive varia-
tion in the surface topography in contact with water molecules. We
therefore suggest that surface roughening of calcite in water could
be an additional mechanism to describe the water weakening and
compaction phenomena due to their signiﬁcant eﬀect on increas-
ing the repulsion between calcite surfaces and thus decreasing the
cohesion between calcite grains in saturated carbonate rocks. Our
ﬁndings also show that the chemical processes (i.e. progressively
weaker secondary hydration and stronger ion-ion correlation forces)
taken place at the local contacts are dominant explanation for the
strength of calcium carbonate bearing rocks in NaCl solutions (with
concentration > 100 mM).
Due to the molecular scale surface roughness of calcite surfaces,
the contact area between the calcite grains is expected to be only
a fraction of the nominal contact area. The surface roughness in-
creases because of nm-scale recrystallization, which decreases the
contact area; and, thus, impacts the measured surface forces. There-
fore, a quantitative data set on contact topography and surface
roughness evolution would be required for further investigations of
the eﬀect. Accordingly, we introduce an inverse imaging technique
with AFM to monitor the in situ fabricated calcite probe, which
is one of the contacting surfaces. With this technique, we aim to
ﬁnd the coupling between calcite recrystallization and measured sur-
face forces in aqueous solutions, in particular, Mg2+-salt solutions.
Although we, currently, do not have enough results to draw a clear
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conclusion, we believe that this technique is a powerful tool to study
the coupling between the calcite surface roughness evolution and
surface forces, which could have implications for crack healing and
the mechanical strength of calcite-bearing rocks.
6.2 Suggestions for future work
Although the problem of compaction and water weakening of chalk
has been studied for almost 30 years, our understanding about the
role of interfacial ﬂuids in deformation of porous carbonate sedi-
ments is still far from complete. This thesis shows that, apart from
the chemistry of pore ﬂuid, the surface topography of calcite, at
nm to μm scale, has a signiﬁcant role on surface forces and conse-
quently in the chemical and physio-chemical processes responsible
for the chalk compaction. Therefore, more detailed studies of possi-
ble changes in the roughness of calcite as a function of time, chemical
composition, pH of solutions, temperature, and atmospheric CO2
are of immediate interest.
In the same framework of the ﬁrst manuscript, it would be in-
teresting to study the interaction between calcite and silica in NaCl
and CaCl2 solutions, by moving a calcite AFM probe towards a
smooth silica surface. This result could be compared with our
ﬁrst manuscript and the recent study by Diao and Espinosa-Marzal
(2016) in which the repulsive forces between a smooth calcite sur-
face and spherical silica probe were measured in CaCl2 solutions
and attributed to the hydration forces, in addition to the eﬀect
of conﬁnement that induces pressure solution and recrystallization.
Additionally, it might be possible to perform the reﬂective interfer-
ence contrast microscopy (RICM) method (Li et al., 2017) alongside
these measurements. With this method, measurement of change in
contacting asperities might be possible by correlating the light in-
tensity at the contacts with the corresponding height measurements
from the AFM. This result leads to a better understanding of the
roughness evolution as the inﬂuence of conﬁnement and ﬂuid chem-
istry.
Calcite is a dynamic surface (Stipp et al., 1996) and the conclu-
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sive changes in surface roughness in aqueous solutions need to be
investigated further in relation to surface forces and consequently
water weakening. We suggest that the inverse imaging technique
with AFM can be used for a quantitative investigation of contact
topography and surface roughness. This method can be performed
alone, similar to the work presented by the third manuscript or
alongside the RICM method.
This thesis contains a feasible method for calcite measurements
with SFA, therefore a more detailed study of forces between calcite
surfaces is suggested for a better understanding of the strength of
calcitic rocks in various chemical pore ﬂuids.
Above all, I believe that there are many opportunities to ex-
tend this study and continue with the experiments initiated here.
Changing only one of these parameters will be enough to open a
new pathway for more explorations, which reminds me of a quote
from a British mathematician, A de Morgan (1806-1871):
Great ﬂeas have little ﬂeas upon their backs
to bite ém,
and little ﬂeas have lesser ﬂeas and so ad
inﬁnitum.
And the great ﬂeas themselves, in turn,
have greater ﬂeas to go on;
while these again have greater still, and
greater still, and so on.
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a b s t r a c t
The mechanical strength of calcite bearing rocks is inﬂuenced by pore ﬂuid chemistry due to the variation
in nano-scale surface forces acting at the grain contacts or close to the fracture tips. The adhesion of two
contacting surfaces, which affects the macroscopic strength of the material, is not only inﬂuenced by the
ﬂuid chemistry but also by the surface topography. In this paper, we use Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)
to measure the interfacial forces between two freshly cleaved calcite surfaces in CaCO3-saturated solu-
tions with varying NaCl concentration. We show that calcite contacts become stronger with increasing
NaCl concentration (>100 mM), as a result of progressively weaker secondary hydration and increasing
attraction due to instantaneous ion-ion correlation. Moreover, we discuss the effect of normal applied
force (Fn) and surface roughness on the measured adhesion forces (Fad). We show that the measured
pull-off force (adhesion) is linearly correlated with the magnitude of Fn, where an increase in applied
force results in increased adhesion. This is attributed to a larger number of contacting surface asperities
and thus increase in real contact area and the contact-bond strength. We discuss that the possible vari-
ation in local topography at contacts, together with strong dependence on ionic strength of the solution,
can explain the inconsistent behavior of calcite rocks in NaCl solutions.
 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Calcite is an abundant mineral in nature. It is a crystalline poly-
morph of calcium carbonate with a cleavage plane along the
ð1 0 1 4Þ direction [1–3]. Calcite plays a key role in biomineraliza-
tion and it is a constituent of shells and skeletons of many marine
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcis.2018.08.027
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invertebrates [4]. Moreover, it is one of the most common rock-
forming minerals of importance to hydrocarbon recovery, CO2
sequestration [5,6] and nuclear waste storage [7]. Calcite is the
main constituent mineral of chalk (>99%). Chalk deposits form
many of the world’s oil and gas reservoirs, such as the North Sea
oil reserves, where they alone account for 25 million barrels of
oil since the 1970s [8].
Chalk reservoirs are prone to strong compaction, due to water
injection associated with Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) projects
[9–13]. The mechanical behavior of chalk and calcite-bearing rocks
is known to be inﬂuenced by the pore ﬂuid chemistry [9,14–17], an
effect that is often referred to as water-weakening (the signiﬁcant
loss of mechanical strength of chalk in water-saturated rocks
[12,18]). Several mechanisms have been proposed to describe this
phenomenon, such as pressure solution [19,20], chemical inﬂu-
ences [19], invading the capillary bridges/menisci by water ﬂood-
ing [21], time-dependent water adsorption on calcite surfaces
[11,22] and subcritical crack growth at the grain boundaries [23].
In the early 2000s, Risnes et al. [12,18] proposed that water activity
is a key parameter behind the strength loss in chalk in aqueous
solutions. Hellmann et al. [13] suggested that water-weakening
may be also related to the repulsive forces due to adsorbed water
molecules on adjacent calcite surfaces. These two hypotheses were
further supported by atomic force microscope (AFM) experiments
by Røyne et al. [24], in which adhesion between two surfaces
depended on water activity, with strong repulsion measured in
pure water.
At the nano-scale, repulsive and attractive forces operate
between two calcite surfaces that are separated by a thin ﬂuid ﬁlm.
Surface forces between two charged surfaces in an electrolyte solu-
tion can be described by the Derjaguin-Landau and Verwey-
Overbeek (DLVO) theory [25,26] that includes van der Waals
(vdW) and Electrical Double Layer (EDL) forces [27,28]. However,
at separations signiﬁcantly shorter than the Debye length, and
for solutions with high ionic strength (>0.1 M) [28,29], where
speciﬁc ion interactions and hydration effects become exceedingly
important, [30–36] the DLVO theory cannot accurately describe the
interaction between surfaces in aqueous solutions. The AFM direct
force measurements by Røyne et al. [24] shows that the observed
repulsion in water is due to hydration forces acting between two
hydrophilic calcite surfaces. A similar experiment by Pourchet
et al. [37] indicates that attractive forces act between calcite sur-
faces in high pH and higher ionic strength solutions (0.12 M),
which were attributed to the ion-ion correlation forces. Both
hydration and ion-correlation forces are not included in the DLVO
theory.
Several studies have shown that the degree of water weakening
is also affected by the salinity of the pore ﬂuid [12,18,38]. The
salinity of the solution affects both the EDL component of the DLVO
forces, and the water activity [39,40]. It also changes the calcite
dissolution kinetics in aqueous solutions [41–44].
In general, calcite and other natural mineral surfaces display
some degree of roughness at a molecular scale. Several studies
have shown that surface roughness affects the water wettability
of calcite [45,46] and oil desorption from calcite surfaces [47]. It,
also, inﬂuences the interfacial forces between mineral surfaces in
molecular scale. This is because of the actual contact area is always
smaller than the nominal surface area (see Fig. 1) [48–57]. For
rough surfaces, contacting surface asperities give rise to an expo-
nentially decaying repulsive force upon loading [58], which can
potentially be interpreted as hydration repulsion, as in the past
studies [58,59].
Calcite surfaces are dynamic in aqueous solutions, with contin-
uous dissolution and recrystallization on the timescale of hours
even in saturated solutions, as shown by Stipp et al. [60,61]. We,
therefore, expect the distribution and geometry of surface asperi-
ties to change with time, which in turn inﬂuence the magnitude
of repulsive mechanical effects due to asperity deformation.
Recently Dziadkowiec et al. [62] performed force measurement
experiments between two rough calcite surfaces (with nm-scaled
asperities), using the Surface Force Apparatus (SFA). They observed
repulsive forces with a decay length that increases with time,
which was explained by repulsive hydration forces combined with
continuous recrystallization and roughening of the calcite ﬁlms in
saturated CaCO3 solutions.
The effect of NaCl on the interaction between calcite surfaces is
of interest because both Na+, and Cl are the two most abundant
monovalent ions in seawater. The inﬂuence of NaCl on the strength
of carbonate rocks [15,16,63] and EOR systems has been exten-
sively investigated in surface science and reservoir engineering,
e.g. [64–66]. Liu et al. [64] observed that injection of NaCl solution
(low and high concentrations) into a carbonate rock increases the
oil desorption rate from calcite surfaces. They explained this result
by increased solubility of calcite in high concentration NaCl solu-
tion, which in turn increases the local pH, leading to more nega-
tively charged calcite surfaces and hence repulsive forces
between the calcite and the oil. For low NaCl concentrations, they
relate the high-rate oil desorption to the EDL repulsive forces
between oil and calcite surfaces. Interestingly, in contrast, Fathi
et al. [65,66] showed that oil recovery improves when the NaCl
(named as non-active salt) is removed from the seawater. This
effect was attributed to a high population of Na+ and Cl near
the calcite surfaces that prevents the potential determining
cations/anion (Mg2+, Ca2+ and SO24 ) to reach to the surface. As a
result, a more positively charged calcite surface attracts oil to a
higher extent. However, they show that surface reactivity and ulti-
mately wettability of the surface varies with the temperature as
well as the solution ionic strength. This shows the increased com-
plexity of the calcite-brine-calcite system once the oil is present. In
fact, the type and history of mineral surfaces, and the components
of oil and brine are inevitable parameters and shall thus be consid-
ered when investigating such a system.
In this study, we aim to understand the role of ionic strength in
compaction of calcite-bearing rocks, and its potential relation to
the nm-range forces between calcite surfaces. To achieve this, we
use the colloidal probe AFM with a calcite probe against a freshly
Fig. 1. A simple sketch of two opposing, cleaved calcite surfaces with nano-scale
roughness characterized by steps and terraces on the (1 0 1 4) surface. (a) Dotted
lines represent the midline of surface asperities with H as the surface separation,
and ‘‘h” is the distance between highest asperities. (b) When two surfaces pushed
into contact by an applied normal load (Fn), a discrete number of asperities are
forced into contact, as represented by the red dots and lines. The sum of these
discrete areas of contact are referred to the actual area of contact for rough,
contacting surfaces. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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cleaved calcite surface. We investigate the pull-off force between
two calcite surfaces, as a measure of the adhesion and surface
energy between two surfaces, [41,67] in NaCl solutions with con-
centrations ranging from 1 mM to 1.2 M, pre-saturated with cal-
cium carbonate. We additionally address, indirectly, the effect of
applied normal force (Fn) on the pull-off forces and its relation to
intrinsic roughness of natural cleaved calcite surfaces.
2. Experimental method
2.1. Force measurement using AFM
To measure forces between two calcite surfaces we use a JPK
NanoWizard 4 Bioscience AFM, in force spectroscopy mode. The
AFM is situated on an inverted Olympus IX71 microscope. The
approach and retract velocities are set to 200 nm/s, where we
observe negligible hydrodynamic effects. The maximum applied
normal load, or set point (Fig. 2), is varied from 5 to 30 nN in steps
of 5 nN. For each approach-retract curve, we record one value for
the pull-off (adhesion) force (Fig. 2). The temperature inside the
AFM enclosure is continuously monitored, and found to be stable
at 24.5 ± 0.5 C.
2.2. Sample preparation
2.2.1. Calcite surface and ﬂuid cell
Each experiment is performed with a freshly cleaved Iceland
spar calcite crystal. A 5  5 mm crystal is ﬁrst glued to a glass slide
using a UV-curing adhesive (Casco Glaslim) and cleaved in situ. To
make the ﬂuid cell, we use a plastic ring (20 mm inner diameter,
6.5 mm height, ﬁnal capacity approx. 3.5 ml) with inlet and outlet
ports connected to plastic tubing, and ﬁx it around the sample
using a self-cure rubber (Reprorubber). The ﬂuid cell is loosely
sealed at the top by a silicone membrane to reduce the ﬂuid evap-
oration rate. Fig. 3a–c show the production of calcite probe and
assembling the ﬂuid cell (with calcite crystal in) on the AFM stage.
2.2.2. AFM-probe modiﬁcation
We adapt the method described by [24] (see Fig. 3a–b) for AFM-
tip fabrication. A suitable calcite fragment (size between 40–70 lm
in length and 15–25 lm in width) is identiﬁed under the micro-
scope. A tipless cantilever (All In One-TL, 15 kHz, 0.2 N/m) is
moved over a drop of two component epoxy glue (Epoxy Universal
335, DANA LIM, mixing ratio 1:1), picks it up and moves back to
the position of the chosen particle. The cantilever is then brought
into contact with the particle and left at a constant applied force
overnight to set (12–16 h). In order to ensure two parallel interact-
ing surfaces, all measurements are made without moving the par-
ticle from its initial position. Before each gluing process, we
measure the spring constant of the cantilever using the thermal
tune calibration method [69]. In addition, we measure the can-
tilever sensitivity using a contact based force-distance curve, after
each solution injection.
2.2.3. Solutions
Solutions are made using various concentrations of NaCl
(VWR, 100.2%) (see Table 2) in deionized (type II) water. All solu-
tions are saturated with CaCO3 (excess powder of CaCO3 in
deionized water). The CaCO3 powder (MERCK) is heat treated
at 300 C in a clean laboratory environment to minimize any
possible organic contamination. All solutions are shaken and left
stationary for at least 2 weeks to equilibrate. Before each mea-
surement, we place the vials containing the solutions inside
the AFM enclosure for at least 12 h, for thermal equilibration.
The pH of each solution is measured before and after the exper-
iment (see Table 1), and shows no signiﬁcant change. We com-
pare these results with pH-values calculated using PHREEQC
[70], for open systems (OS) in equilibrium with atmospheric
CO2 (log(pCO2) = 3.5), and for closed systems (CS) with no
exchange of CO2 with the atmosphere. Most of the measured val-
ues are between those calculated for OS and CS. This shows that
the equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 and calcite had not been
fully reached; however, since the pH did not change during the
measurement, we do not expect this process to inﬂuence our
results. We also calculate the equilibrium Ca2+ concentration
and ﬁnd it to be of negligible inﬂuence on the ionic strength
for NaCl concentrations higher than 5 mM.
2.3. Procedure
Once the calcite probe is fabricated, we start the experiment
by performing a few force measurements in air, and then inject-
ing the ﬁrst solution (see Fig. 4 for the workﬂow of a typical
experiment). We allow the system to equilibrate for 15 min after
each ﬂuid injection. To separate the effect of salt concentration
and elapsed time, we inject the solutions in random order.
Experiments continue for at least 10 h unless they have to be
aborted because of a lost particle during measurement, or a piece
of dust becomes permanently trapped between the surfaces after
ﬂuid injection. The AFM probe is stored in a sealed container
after each successful measurement to be imaged by a Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM, TM3030Plus), after no more than
one week (Fig. 3d-left). The results of EDS analysis do not show
any precipitation of secondary minerals on these surfaces. We,
also, use a white light interferometer (WLI) optical proﬁler
(GTK-contour Bruker) to measure the topography of the calcite
probes. Each surface is characterized by steps and terraces and
the rms-values (root mean squared) indicate the height differ-
ences between microscopic terraces over the total surface area
(see Fig. 3d for the SEM and WLI scans of a representative
particle).
Fig. 2. One representative force curve measured in 800 mM NaCl solution, with
setpoint Fn = 5 nN. The approach curve (blue line) shows a sudden small vdW
attraction at short distance, and repulsion closer to or at the contact. The
measurement shows a characteristic jump-out upon retraction (red line) and the
minimum value of this curve, called the pull-off force, is used as a measure of the
adhesive interaction of the surfaces. The non-contact area shows the force zero line
obtained by ﬁtting a straight line to the corresponding data points of the cantilever
deﬂection versus piezo position curve. In this description, some terminologies are
used from [24,68]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. AFM-tip modiﬁcation procedure. (a) Freshly cleaved calcite crystal with small fragment on surface, and cantilever with a drop of Epoxy glue is about to be in contact.
(b) After 16 h the cured Epoxy glue yields attached particle to cantilever. By separating them from the surface, we can start the measurement. (c) AFM-stage with a mounted
ﬂuid cell containing a cleaved calcite ready for the tip-fabrication process. Fluid exchange happens through the inlet/outlet tubes. (d-left) SEM image of a representative
particle, after the experiment, with rms = 583 nm over A = 1352 lm2. (d-right) WLI scan showing the surface topography of the same particle.
Table 1
Measured pH after the experiment (with 0:1 deviation for all used solutions) and PHREEQC simulation results for open (OS) and closed systems (CS). The equilibrium
concentration of Ca+2is also calculated by PHREEQC in both OS and CS. The ionic strength for the highest concentration is calculated as 1290 mM (including Ca+2 and CO23 ).
NaCl (mM) Measured pH(after exp. in OS) Calculated pH (CS) Calculated pH (OS) Calculated Ca2+(OS) (mM) Calculated Ca2+(CS) (mM)
0 9.00 9.91 8.27 0.48 0.12
1 8.96 9.91 8.28 0.49 0.13
2 8.42 9.91 8.28 0.50 0.13
3 9.03 9.91 8.28 0.51 0.14
4 8.38 9.91 8.29 0.52 0.14
5 8.36 9.91 8.29 0.54 0.14
10 8.27 9.92 8.30 0.56 0.15
20 8.50 9.92 8.31 0.60 0.17
30 8.16 9.92 8.32 0.63 0.19
40 8.67 9.92 8.33 0.66 0.20
50 8.14 9.92 8.33 0.68 0.21
100 8.87 9.92 8.35 0.76 0.26
200 8.00 9.91 8.36 0.87 0.34
300 8.09 9.90 8.36 0.96 0.40
400 8.50 9.89 8.37 1.02 0.45
500 8.22 9.88 8.36 1.07 0.49
600 8.34 9.87 8.36 1.11 0.53
700 8.23 9.86 8.36 1.15 0.56
800 9.78 9.86 8.35 1.18 0.58
900 8.75 9.85 8.35 1.21 0.60
1000 9.80 9.85 8.35 1.23 0.63
1100 7.86 9.84 8.34 1.25 0.65
1200 8.23 9.84 8.34 1.27 0.66
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3. Results
The measured pull-off forces (Fad) from all experiments are
summarized in Fig. 5, plotted as cumulative distributions for each
concentration and particle (p1 - p9), where the results of different
applied forces are plotted as different colored lines. Each panel is
marked with a number representing the order of ﬂuid injections
(ti, where i = 1, 2, . . . , 14).
3.1. Effect of NaCl concentration
As seen in Fig. 5, the general trend for each experimental day
(particle) is that the measured pull-off forces increase with
increasing concentration of NaCl. At low concentrations (below
Table 2
List of particles, used solutions (shown by marker ()), measured surface area by optical camera before experiment (Aop) and SEM after the experiment (ASEM) and measured
roughness (rms) by white light interferometer (WLI) for each particle. There is no information on ASEM and rms for particles that were lost at the end or during the experiment.
Zero value for NaCl concentration represents a saturated CaCO3 solution only.
NaCl (mM)
P
(#)
Aop
(lm2)
ASEM
(lm2)
rms
(nm)
0 1 2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200
1 918 788            
2 2562 1242             
3 1905            
4 564             
5 1099          
6 650 499 443              
7 1195 958 761             
8 693 708       
9 1489 1017 931            
Fig. 4. Flowchart of the experimental procedure.
Fig. 5. Cumulative measured adhesion for all experimental days and salt concentrations. y-axis stands for experimental NaCl concentration and x-axis for measured adhesion,
whose limitation depends on the maximum measured Fad for each day. Different colors show the measured values at different applied force (Fn). In these plots, ti represent
the injection order, where i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;14. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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100 mM), Fad is either zero or very low in almost all measurements,
consistent with the observations of Røyne et al. [24]. At higher con-
centrations, Fad is non-zero in all cases.
In some experiments, the increase in Fad with concentration is
not monotonic. Abrupt changes in Fad can take place when the
solution is exchanged. This is clear, in Fig. 5, for particle p2, where
Fad is reduced from t7 (0.7 M) to t9 (0.9 M) and then behaves the
same for the rest of the measurements. We believe that these sud-
den changes can be caused by lateral movement of the cantilever
[67] relative to the cleaved surface, or, less likely, by surface con-
tamination (small particle(s) of calcite or other dust) getting
caught between the surfaces, undetected by the subsequent force
curves.
3.2. Effect of applied force
As seen in Fig. 6, for all experiments, the measured pull-off force
increases with increasing applied normal stress. This behavior can
be ﬁtted, for all experiments, to a linear function of the form,
Fad ¼ aFn þ F0ad ð1Þ
where Fad is the measured pull-off force and Fn is the setpoint
(applied normal force). Fig. 6 shows the results of all experiments
collapsed onto a single curve by rescaling with the ﬁtted parame-
ters, where the slope of the ﬁtting curve increases between 0.01
and 0.19, independently of concentration (Fig. 6, top-left inset).
3.3. Effect of time
Given that calcite surfaces are known to be dynamic in aqueous
solutions [71], with continuous dissolution and recrystallization at
the nano-scale, we expect that the actual area of contact (the sum
of discrete nano-asperities) could change through time. Since the
measured pull-off forces reﬂect the number of asperities in contact,
we can detect such variation by looking at a possible gradual
change in measured pull-off forces as a function of time. Fig. 7
shows the result of Fad for p6 in 500 mM NaCl solution. Each of
the clusters represents the measured Fad values in each loop (fol-
lowing the procedure as shown in Fig. 4), where the results of dif-
ferent Fn are plotted in different colored circles. We observe a slow
change with time in Fad for each Fn. However, there is no consistent
trend: sometimes we see increase in Fad with time, sometimes
decrease. The trend can change from increasing to decreasing or
vice versa.
3.4. Effect of particle size
Fig. 8 shows the measured pull-off force for 6 different particles
at three values of applied force, Fn = 5, 20 and 30 nN in NaCl con-
centration of 1200 mM. There is no clear correlation between nom-
inal particle area and measured pull-off force, indicating that
surface roughness and actual area of contact, are more important
parameters than the nominal surface area. Note that this result is
independent of the ﬂuid composition and setpoint values.
We could expect that the magnitude of the pull-off force in air
would be a measure of the actual area of contact, which would
mean that normalizing by the adhesion in air, should give a mea-
sure of adhesive energy per unit area. However, this normalization
does not reduce the variation in adhesion values for different par-
ticles for any given salt concentration nor setpoint. This is probably
because the pull-off force in air is dominated by the breaking of
Fig. 6. Data collapse of pull-off force vs. applied normal load, for all experiments,
with X ¼ aFn and F ¼ Fad  F0ad. The insets represent, (top-left) the slope (a) of the
ﬁtting curve vs. concentration (x-axis is plotted in logarithmic scale), and (right-
bottom) a representative result for p6 in NaCl 800 mM solution.
Fig. 7. Measured adhesion with time for p6 in 500 mM NaCl solution. Adhesion
forces increase by Fn in each loop, and mostly return to their initial state (at low
value of Fn) for the next loop.
Fig. 8. We see no correlation between pull-off force and surface area. This plot
shows the measured pull-off force vs. surface area (optical measured values) for
different particles in 1200 mM NaCl solution at 3 different values for Fn.
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capillary bridges, which is more inﬂuenced by the speciﬁc contact
geometry than the actual area of contact.
4. Discussion
Our results can be summarized as follows: (1) the interactions
between calcite surfaces goes from repulsive to adhesive at NaCl
concentrations around 100 mM, and the adhesive interaction
(pull-off force) increases with salt concentration; (2) for adhesive
interactions, pull-off forces increase with increasing applied nor-
mal load; and (3) the pull-off forces change slightly with time in
a non-monotonic fashion.
When two surfaces are in an electrolyte solution, the interac-
tion potential between them determines the compressive force
necessary to push them into adhesive contact. Fig. 9 shows the dis-
joining pressure, force per area for two ﬂat calcite surfaces, given
by DLVO theory as the sum of van der Waals (vdW) and electric
double layer (EDL) forces [28]:
FvdW ¼  A
6pD3
and FEDL ¼ k
2
2p
 !
ZekD ð2Þ
where k is the Debye length and Z is the interaction constant calcu-
lated by Z ¼ 64p0ðkT=eÞ2tanh2ðew0=4kTÞ [28]. w0 is the surface
potential and a function of the pH of solution, Ca+ concentration
[43,44] and PCO2 [72]. For a monovalent electrolyte, Z differs
between 1:95 1018 and 3:47 1018 J m1, where w0 is expected
to vary between 15 and 20 mV throughout the experiment for pH
between 8 and 9 [72, Figure B]. A is the non-retarded Hamaker con-
stant, calculated based on Lifshitz theory through [28],
A ¼ 3
4
kT
1  3
1 þ 3
 2
þ 3hme
16
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðn
2
1  n23Þ
2
ðn21 þ n23Þ
3=2
where n1 = 1.48 and 1 = 8 are refractive index and dielectric per-
mittivity of calcite [29], and n3 = 1.33 and 3 = 80 are the refractive
index and dielectric permittivity of water. h ¼ 6:6 1034 m2 kg=s
is the Planck constant and me ¼ 3 1015 s1 is the main electronic
absorption frequency in the UV [28]. In general, the DLVO interac-
tion energy is affected by the ionic strength of the electrolyte solu-
tion [53]. Increasing salt concentration, changes the position and
height of EDL repulsive barrier. As the salt concentration increases,
the van der Waals attractive forces contribution overcomes the EDL
repulsive forces (Fig. 9).
At ﬁrst glance, this could explain the increased adhesion we see
at high salt concentration. However, two observations do not ﬁt
this hypothesis: (1) as noted by Røyne et al. [24], the magnitude
of the EDL repulsive barrier for calcite surfaces in low ionic
strength solution is very small, and unlikely to explain the purely
repulsive behavior observed under these conditions; and (2) the
observed pull-off forces increase in magnitude even as the ionic
strength is increased beyond what should be the limit of the DLVO
theory [29,31,48,73–75].
An increase in the measured pull-off force can be explained by a
decrease in any repulsive barrier present (due to EDL or hydrophi-
lic repulsion), to an increase in the adhesive interaction (van der
Waals or ion correlation forces), or both.
It has been suggested by Blandamer et al. [40] that water activ-
ity, which is known as the effective mole fraction of water (aw),
deﬁned by the product of activity coefﬁcient (cw) times by mole
fraction of water (xw) in that solution, aw ¼ cwxw, controls water
adsorption and thereby hydrophilic repulsion. By increasing the
concentration of ions in solutions, water molecules become more
involved with ion-dipole interactions in the bulk ﬂuid that gives
rise to hydrated ionic species. This affects surface water absorption
on both hydrophilic surfaces, and results in less required force to
make adhesive contacts due to the decrease in both magnitude
and onset of the hydration forces [50]. Risnes et al. [12] and Ros-
tom et al. [38] also showed that the strength of carbonate rocks
and fracture threshold of calcite are affected by the salinity level
of pore ﬂuid and attributed this to the level of water activity in
the solution [39,76,77]. However, in our system the difference
between water activity at highest and lowest values is trivial
(0:95 6 aw 6 1, calculated by PHREEQC). The increased adhesion
we observe is unlikely to be a function of decreased water adsorp-
tion. As shown by Heuberger et al. [78], secondary hydration forces
due to compressed dehydrated ions (‘‘two-stage collective ion
dehydration” in high salt concentration) might be more important
in modifying the repulsive interaction between contacting asperi-
ties than simply water adsorption directly onto the calcite surface.
We propose that the increase in pull-off force for increasing salt
concentration can be explained by a combination of reduced repul-
sion (weak secondary hydration [29,36,78–80]) and increased
attraction between contacting asperities due to instantaneous
ion-ion correlation at high salt concentration [35].
The adhesive interaction energy of rough surfaces is not charac-
terized by the macroscopic, nominal area of contact (Fig. 8), but
rather by the actual contact area, which is a function of the distri-
bution of asperities on the contacting surfaces [81,82], and in the
ﬁrst approximation, increases linearly with applied compressive
normal stress [83]. For rough surfaces, the area of contact depends
on the number, size and height of asperities (see Fig. 1) and surface
forces are measured depending on the geometry, density
[53,54,84] and height distribution of contacting surfaces [49,58].
For rough, inorganic surfaces, the macroscopic, effective interfa-
cial energy c may be expressed as the sum of the product of
contact-bond strengths, b, and actual area, r, of all contacting
asperities that deﬁne the real surface area, both of which may
change with time (t) and applied normal load (Fn):
cðFn; tÞ ¼ RibiðFn; tÞriðFn; tÞ ð3Þ
For purely elastic processes, the force required to separate two
adhesive surfaces will be independent of both time and applied
load as long as the macroscopic surface energy on approach equals
that on retraction, cR ¼ cA (point A to B in Fig. 10). When c is not
constant (Eq. (3)), the measured adhesion force will depend on
the maximum applied load at the contact and time, point B to C
vs. D to E, Fig. 10.
Fig. 9. Calculated DLVO for two ﬂat, smooth calcite surfaces in NaCl solution with a
few values of ionic strength, Eq. (2). It shows a higher repulsive barrier by reducing
the Debye length and its diminishing effect at low values. Dotted lines: for w0 = 20
mV, and Solid lines: for w0 = 15 mV.
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Here, the contact-bond strength b will be given by the ﬂuid
chemistry as discussed above, while Fn determines whether a given
contact will be pushed past any repulsive barrier into adhesive
contact. Therefore, when repulsive barriers are small enough to
be overcome, the number of asperities that make it into adhesive
contact, and correspondingly the measured pull-off force will be
a function of the applied normal load. This is consistent with what
we observe. The time dependence of b takes into account any pos-
sible chemical strengthening of asperities that might result from
diffusion of ions or slow chemical reactions.
Irreversible changes in r can take place through nonelastic pro-
cesses such as twinning [23,85] or breakage of asperities upon
pressure, or through stress-induced dissolution and re-
precipitation (pressure solution) [29,49,84,86–88] of highly
stressed asperities and increase in size of contact area, r (‘‘asperity
creep”). However, all these processes cause a permanent change in
the surface topography that would remain present as a different
measured pull-off force when lower loads are applied. We observe
otherwise; as seen in Fig. 7, the pull-off force returns to the initial
value when the setpoint (normal load) is reduced. The slow, non-
monotonic change in Fad indicates that there is no consistent ﬂat-
tening of asperities and increase of actual contact area with time.
Therefore, we propose that the slow changes in Fad with time
may be caused by slow lateral drift or recrystallization.
5. Conclusion
Our measurements show a signiﬁcant effect of normal load and
salinity of the contacting solution on the adhesion of calcite sur-
faces. We discuss the effect of roughness on pull-off force measure-
ments in NaCl solutions, and categorize it into mechanisms
responsible for (1) strengthening the contact-bonds, that is dis-
cussed to be mostly due to the combination of weak secondary
repulsion and ion-ion correlation forces along with the applied
normal stress that generate strong contact-bonds at high salt con-
centration, and (2) variation in the contact area that is mostly
attributed to the local recrystallization of single asperities in a mul-
tiple asperity system. The measured pull-off force increases with
the applied normal stress, indicating that the population of asper-
ities generate the total contact area which differs from nominal
surface area of contacting surfaces. In agreement with [24], we
measured strong repulsion in low concentration and CaCO3 solu-
tions due to the repulsive hydration forces.
Previous studies suggested that water activity is the key param-
eter in the strength of calcium carbonate bearing rocks [10,12,24]
and single calcite crystals in salt solutions [38]. Based on our mea-
surements, the strengthening process can be explained through
progressively weaker secondary hydration and stronger ion-ion
correlation forces in NaCl solutions with higher concentration than
100 mM. In addition, we see no indication of consistent ﬂattening
of asperities, which could have been related to progressive calcite
recrystallization or asperity creep.
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Abstract
At nano-scale, surface roughness has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the measured forces between two calcite surfaces in aqueous solutions
[1, 2], because the contact surface area decreases and generates repulsive forces due to elastic deformation of highest asperities
[3, 4]. In addition, nm-scale calcite recrystallization in aqueous solutions may increase the surface roughness and therefore give
rise to repulsive forces between opposing surfaces [2]. However, the link between recrystallization and surface forces is still not
well understood. In this paper, we combine the AFM force measurements (with colloidal probe) with an AFM inverse imaging
technique for in situ characterization of the calcite probes. This allows us to measure the interaction forces between calcite surfaces,
and simultaneously characterize one of the contacting calcite surfaces. We expect that recrystallization of the calcite surface might
aﬀect forces between the surfaces, and that diﬀerent ions (in particular Mg2+) can aﬀect the recrystallization behavior. We, thus,
performed experiments using freshly cleaved calcite surfaces in a ﬂuid cell containing MgSO4, MgCl2 or NaCl solutions, to both
investigate the surface forces between two calcite surfaces and image the changing calcite probe topography. The experiments in
NaCl solutions are performed as control experiments to understand the eﬀect of NaCl on the topography evolution of the calcite
surfaces. Although our preliminary results are not suﬃcient to draw a clear conclusion about the speciﬁc ion-eﬀects on calcite
recrystallization at the present time, we show that the presented technique is a powerful tool to study the coupling between the
calcite surface roughness evolution and surface forces. This could also have implications for crack healing and the mechanical
strength of calcitic rocks.
1. Introduction
Nm-scale interfacial forces between ﬂuid and calcite play a
major role in controlling the mechanical strength and deforma-
tion of calcitic rocks through dissolution, recrystallization and
the development of intergranular fractures inﬂuenced by ﬂuid5
chemistry [1, 2, 5, 6]. A substantial loss of strength in calcite
has been found to occur in the presence of water molecules, a
phenomenon that is referred to water weakening, with a strong
dependence on the chemical composition of the ﬂuid [7–9].
When a crystal or a solid rock is in contact with so-called10
“adsorption-active” media, the surface energy and subsequently
the mechanical threshold for fracture formation decreases, by
transporting the reactants to regions of disrupted bond on the
surface [10, 11]. This can aﬀect creep deformation [12] and
subcritical (discontinuous) crack growth or brittle deformation15
due to stress [13], which are known to be the reason for strength
loss of calcitic rocks. Other mechanisms that have been sug-
gested to describe the calcite water weakening are the inter-
action forces at the fracture tip and grain boundaries, which
are usually repulsive in low concentration aqueous solutions20
due to hydration forces between two hydrophilic calcite sur-
∗Corresponding author
Email address: shaghayegh.javadi@fys.uio.no (S. Javadi)
faces as well as the electrical double layer (EDL) repulsion
[6, 8, 14, 15].
Interactions between calcite surfaces in calcitic rocks and ﬂu-
ids are generally controlled by the ﬂuid chemistry and stress25
concentration through e.g., pressure solution creep [16, 17],
subcritical crack propagation [15, 18], dissolution and precip-
itation [1, 2, 19]. Chemical dissolution and recrystallization
can change the roughness of calcite surfaces [2, 20–23], which
in turn aﬀects the interaction forces between surfaces. Both30
ionic strength and ion type of the saturating aqueous solutions
have a strong eﬀect on subcritical crack propagation and cal-
cite strength, as shown by Bergsaker et al. [18]. They observed
that higher NaCl concentration strengthened the calcite and pre-
vented crack growth, whereas solutions of Na2SO4 caused the35
opposite eﬀect. Interestingly, solutions containing MgCl2 and
MgSO4 did not induce the enhanced subcritical cracking, but
promoted crack healing, a mechanism that is still poorly under-
stood.
Calcite cleavage surfaces are characterized by steps and40
kinks (terraces) that are usually the most active growth and dis-
solution sites on calcite. Using AFM, Ruiz-Agudo et al. [24]
have shown that a higher concentration of Mg2+ (>> 50 mM)
increases the dissolution rate of calcite by increasing the den-
sity and depth of the etch pits generated on calcite surfaces. Lin45
and Singer [25] showed that Mg2+ has an inhibitory eﬀect on
To be submitted to Journal of Colloid and Interface Science
calcite growth, and that the ratio of Mg2+/Ca2+, not only the
Mg2+-concentration alone, controls the calcite growth mecha-
nism. Nielsen et al. [26] showed that Mg2+ inhibits the calcite
crystal growth by blocking the propagation of the kinks. They50
found that the growth of calcite in presence of magnesium de-
pends on the activity level of Ca2+ cations. Several studies have
shown that Mg2+ inﬂuences the thermodynamic stability of cal-
cite [27–30], something which is believed to be due to lattice
disorder [31] and strain [32] because of the ionic size diﬀerence55
between Ca2+ (r = 1.14 Å) and Mg2+ (r = 0.86 Å) [33].
Knowing that Mg2+ drives nano-scale changes in topography
of calcite surfaces, we expect to observe morphological changes
on the surface, when scanning the calcite probe in our experi-
ments with AFM in high concentration Mg2+-salt solutions (IS60
= 1.2 M). We then investigate possible eﬀects of changes in
surface topography on the forces acting between calcite sur-
faces. The calcite crack healing near Mg2+ that was observed
by Bergsaker et al. [18], could be due to surface morphologi-
cal changes that could have been a driving force to form a solid65
bond and increase the adhesion between surfaces separated by
nano-scale cracks. We use AFM colloidal probe technique for
in situ fabrication of a calcite probe for force measurements in a
small liquid cell (method adapted from our previous work [1]).
In addition, we study the possible variation in surface topog-70
raphy as a function of time and chemical composition of ﬂuid
using ”inverse imaging”, a method that was ﬁrst introduced by
Montelius and Tegenfeldt [34], for imaging and characterizing
an in situ deposited silver probe. Several people have reported
using this technique for biological applications, e.g. [35], but75
to the best of our knowledge, this method has not been used for
characterization of calcite surfaces.
2. Experimental details
2.1. Methods
2.1.1. AFM force measurement80
We use a JPK NanoWizard®4 Bioscience AFM. During the
force measurements, the AFM is set to the force spectroscopy
mode at a constant approach and retract velocity of 150 nm/s.
We apply a maximum normal load of 20 nN and holding the sur-
faces in contact at this load for 1 s during each force measure-85
ment. An in situ fabricated calcite probe (following the method
as presented in our previous work [1]) moves up and down,
vertically, above a freshly cleaved calcite crystal (see Figure
1a) while the interaction force is recorded as a force-distance
curve (FR). The sequence of a typical experiment is shown in90
Figure 2. Force-distance data are processed using the JPK data
processing software and further analyzed using Matlab.
2.1.2. Inverse Imaging
We use the inverse imaging technique to image the topog-
raphy of the calcite probe. We use a self-curing rubber (Re-95
prorubber) to ﬁx a cantilever (RTESP-300, 300 kHz, 40 N/m),
tip pointing upward, on the glass bottomed of our ﬂuid cell.
The cantilever chip is placed next to a cleaved calcite crystal
(see Figure 1b). We ﬁrst scan the probe in air to make a clear
overview of the probe. Imaging in ﬂuid starts after the ﬁrst FR100
a)
b)
cleaved calcite 
crystal glued to 
glass
AFM cantilever with  
calcite probe 
Force measurement  
direction 
Inverted cantilever  
glued to glass 
cantilever tip
Figure 1: Illustration of the experimental procedure, including force measurement with
a fabricated calcite probe (following the same procedure as our previous work [1]), and
an inverted AFM cantilever next to the calcite crystal. This sketch is not in scale due to
cantilevers’ small sizes. This setup is placed in a cylindrical shaped ﬂuid cell with 3 ml
ﬂuid capacity and 20 mm inner diameter.
measurements in liquid by moving the cantilever to the exact
same position as initially imaged in air. See Figure 2 for the
measurement procedure.
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Figure 2: Typical experimental day in the lab. Point A refers to the initial position where
the calcite fragment was picked and glued to the cantilever. Point B refers to the position
of the inverted cantilever for imaging. Blue color indicates measurements in liquid. The
force measurements (FR) are performed in 3 sets of 200 curves. The probe is moved to
point B and imaged between each set, and then moved back to point A for force runs. We
wait 20 minutes between imaging and force runs for the system to stabilize.
2.2. Materials
We use Iceland spar calcite in ≈ 3 × 3 mm to glue to a glass105
microscope slide with a UV-curing adhesive (Casco Glaslim).
The calcite crystal is freshly cleaved before the experiment.
Cleaving the calcite leaves small fragments on the surface, and
a suitable fragment is chosen and glued to the tipless cantilever
to be used as calcite probe. This method along with ﬂuid cell110
development is identical to what is described in our previous
work [1]. We loosely seal the ﬂuid cell with a silicon rubber
ﬂap to prevent ﬂuid evaporation. A cantilever (RTESP-300,
300 kHz, 40 N/m) is ﬁxed to the same glass slide adjacent to
the cleaved calcite for the inverse imaging purposes. We con-115
tinuously monitor the temperature inside the AFM enclosure
and found to vary between 25◦ and 30◦C.
All solutions are saturated with CaCO3 powder (MERCK).
We use anhydrous MgSO4 (MERCK, 98%), MgCl2 hexahy-
2
drate (MERCK, 99.0-101.0%) and NaCl (VWR, 100.2%) in120
pre-saturated CaCO3 solutions in deionized water (type II). We
isolate the eﬀect of ion type by using a constant ionic strength
(IS) of 1.2 M.
3. Results and discussion
For our measured force-distance curves (FR), we observe125
pure repulsive interactions, regardless of the type of electrolyte
solution. We ﬁnd that these repulsive forces can ﬁt into an ex-
ponential function, whose ﬁtting parameter can adequately de-
scribe the surface topography changes as a function of time.
Since calcite surface is charged in electrolyte solutions, we al-130
ways expect that electrostatic double layer forces (EDL) have
contributions in repulsive forces. However, we discuss that
EDL contributions might be overlapped by the repulsive forces
due to the highest asperities being in contact or by hydration
forces. Hydration forces are a function of distance (separations135
below the Debye length) and can be monotonically repulsive
between hydrophilic atomically rough surfaces [36, 37].
Our results include the decay length λ, found as a ﬁtting pa-
rameter for Equation 1 to the FRs on approach, and the repre-
sentative AFM deﬂection images of the calcite probes in each140
electrolyte solutions. Table 1 shows the list of all measurements
in which no adhesion was measured between two calcite sur-
faces.
Exp.
(#)
CaCO3 saturated
with
Measured force IS
(mol/l)
1 MgCl2 (0.4 M) repulsion 1.2
2 MgCl2 (0.4 M) repulsion 1.2
3 MgSO4 (0.3 M) repulsion 1.2
4 MgSO4 (0.3 M) repulsion 1.2
5 NaCl (1.2 M) repulsion 1.2
6 NaCl (1.2 M) repulsion 1.2
Table 1: List of experiments and observations
3.1. Roughness evolution from force measurements145
For rough surfaces, the magnitude and onset of repulsive
forces depend on the degree of surface roughness [38–41]. We,
therefore, ﬁt the approach data to an exponential function of the
form,
F(D) = F0exp(−D/λ) (1)
where F is the measured force, D is surface separation (D = 0150
is chosen at the position where the surface separation shows
negligible change with increasing the applied force), and λ is
the decay length. Two representative FRs, upon approach, are
shown in Figure 3: forces on approach are in all cases repulsive,
with no signiﬁcant jumps-in.155
As shown by Eom et al. [3], for rough surfaces, contacting
asperities generate exponentially decaying repulsive forces on
approach [3], which can be potentially confused with EDL or
hydration repulsive forces [3, 42]. We assume that the measured
decay length λ can be used as an indirect measure of surface160
roughness, as discussed by Parsons et al. [4].
We observe a consistent trend for the decay length λ in our
measurements in all used aqueous solutions, where the average
value of λ decreasing with time, indicating that the contacting
surfaces become less rough with time.165
3.2. Experiments in MgCl2
Two experiments were performed in MgCl2 solutions with
ionic strength (IS) of 1.2 M. Only one round of FRs were per-
formed for the ﬁrst experiment, because the calcite probe was
accidentally lost. Figure 4 shows measured decay lengths for170
both experiments, indicating decreasing and then stabilizing
surface roughness with time. On the second day, the decay
length was found to be stable for each round of FR measure-
ment, and we observed no signiﬁcant change with time, indi-
cating a stable surface during each FR measurement. However,175
the averaged value of λ (Figure 4 (inset)) decreases (from 2.8 to
0.46 nm) with the elapsed time, suggesting a surface with less
roughness after 5.5 hours of experiment.
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Figure 4: Fitting parameter λ in MgCl2 solution with IS = 1.2 M. Indicating the surface
topography variation with time for the same contact. This plot shows the measured λ for all
FRs on approach for two experimental days. Only 1 round of measurements for day 1, and
2 rounds for day 2. The inset shows the averaged λ values for both days of measurements,
that decreases with time for day 2. The measurement unit for λ and λ¯ is nm.
Inverse AFM images of the calcite probe in MgCl2 were ob-
tained ﬁrst in air, and then between each sequence of FRs at180
scan sizes 10×10 and 20×20 μm2. Figure 5 shows chosen im-
ages for day 1 (with the best resolution among all scanned im-
ages) only at 20×20 μm2. The ﬁrst image in Figure 5 shows
our attempt to scan the whole particle in air before liquid in-
jection. These images show a stable surface in MgCl2 solutions185
however, we expect that higher resolution images could have re-
vealed topography variation that can be estimated by measured
λ for day 1, as shown by Figure 4.
3.3. Experiments in MgSO4
We performed two experiments in MgSO4 (IS = 1.2 M), with190
two rounds of FRs on day 1 and three rounds of FRs on day 2.
We observe a consistent decrease of λ with time for both days.
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Figure 3: Representative force-distance curves on approach with an exponential ﬁt, used to quantify the contacting surface roughness on loading, in MgCl2 (left) and MgSO4 (right) with
IS = 1.2 M. λ is the ﬁtting coeﬃcient and representing the local roughness of contacting surfaces. Both insets show the closest point to the contact, with shifted hardwall to zero. The red
line shows the ﬁtting curve.
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Figure 5: Representative AFM deﬂection images (20×20 μm2) of a calcite probe in air and MgCl2 between sequences of force runs.
The average values of λ, λ¯, are between 0.31 and 2.4 nm, similar
to what was found in the experiments with MgCl2.
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Figure 6: Fitting parameter λ (nm) in MgSO4 solution (IS = 1.2 M). Measured λ for all
FRs on approach for two experimental days. Two rounds of measurements for day 1, and
3 rounds for day 2. The inset shows the averaged λ values for both days of measurements,
that decreases for both days.
We observe no signiﬁcant change on the surface topography195
in MgSO4 solutions within 6.5 hours of measurements. Ruiz-
Agudo et al. [24] observed increased density of etch pit on cal-
cite {101¯4} surfaces in concentrated MgSO4 and MgCl2 solu-
tions. They measure the density and dimension of the observed
etch pits and calculate the dissolution rate of calcite, that shows200
overall increase inﬂuenced by Mg2+ ions. Figure 7 shows a
representative calcite probe in MgSO4 solutions (day 2). At ﬁrst
glance, we see a generation of etch pits on the surface that could
be in line with observations of Ruiz-Agudo et al. [24]. This
is, however, cannot be the case in our experiments. Because205
this observation is inconsistent and limited to only one calcite
among 4 imaged calcite probes (2 in MgSO4, and 2 in MgCl2).
In addition, due to the instrumental drift, we see a lateral shift
in these images that prevents etch pit depth and spreading mea-
surements as suggested by Ruiz-Agudo et al. [24].210
3.4. Experiments in NaCl
Measured λ¯ in NaCl solutions (IS = 1.2M) is in the range of
0.24 nm ≤ λ¯ ≤ 2.2 nm. The ﬁrst day of experiments shows sta-
ble surfaces with very short ranged repulsion (Figure 8), where
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Figure 7: Representative inverse AFM images of a calcite probe in air and MgSO4 between sequences of force runs. The top row shows images with 10×10 μm2 and bottom row 20×20
μm2 scan sizes.
the surfaces on the second day behave similarly to the surfaces215
in Mg-salt solutions, and λ decreases with time. This indicates
that the calcite surfaces in our measurements undergo disso-
lution, recrystallization and/or plastic deformation of asperi-
ties in aqueous solutions [43], that changes the total contact-
ing area known as the sum of discrete nano-scaled asperities as220
discussed in [1].
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Figure 8: Fitting parameter λ (nm) in NaCl solution (IS = 1.2 M). This plot shows the mea-
sured λ for all FRs on approach for two experimental days. Two rounds of measurements
for day 1, and 3 rounds for day 2. The inset represents the averaged λ values for both days
of measurements, that decreases with time for both days.
We have no successive AFM images in air for these two sets
of experiments. It is usual that a piece of dust or a water droplet
(due to capillary condensation) attaches to the calcite probe that
prevents contact between the tip and calcite probe. This can ex-225
plain the failure in good resolution images in air, which was
solved for one day of experiments, by injecting the NaCl solu-
tion in the ﬂuid cell. This data is presented by Figure 9. Naively,
one would see pit deepening and stretching on the calcite probe
by looking at both scan sizes (10×10 μm2 and 20×20 μm2), in230
Figure 9. This is, however, not the case. We observe a signiﬁ-
cant shift, laterally, in both scan sizes comparing the rightmost
panels with the ﬁrst ones. This is because of the inevitable in-
strumental drift.
4. Outcome235
Although λ-measurements display topography variation
(smoothing) on all surfaces, the resolution of AFM images is
too poor to verify this result. This could be because of, 1) in-
evitable instrumental drift; 2) the imaging cantilever might be
tilted with respect to the bottom surface of the ﬂuid cell, which240
avoids uniaxial loading and consequently poor image resolu-
tion; and/or 3) the imaging cantilever tip is too long. A shorter
tip could have been better to use for these experiments, due to
roughness of the calcite probe surfaces.
The measured repulsive forces on approach may mostly be245
attributed to the calcite surface roughness, which is being re-
duced with time. This might be due to the dissolution of the
highest contacting asperities and inadequate contact areas. We
have previously performed a series of similar AFM experiments
in NaCl solutions, in which we altered the concentration of the250
solutions with regard to NaCl, with 1.2 M as the maximum
value [1]. We observed an increase in strength of calcite by
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Figure 9: Representative AFM deﬂection images of a calcite probe in NaCl solutions (IS = 1.2 M) between sequences of force runs. The top row shows images with 10×10 μm2 and
bottom row 20×20 μm2 scan sizes.
increasing the salt concentration, which was attributed to ion-
ion correlation and chemical roughness. The current results are
in contrary with our previous study, which suggests that diﬀer-255
ences in the experimental methods could inﬂuence the ﬁnal re-
sults. Moving the calcite probe back and forth between imaging
and force measurements could enhance the drift possibility (in
addition to instrumental drift), and landed the probe each time
on an approximate (but not exact) same position. Since surface260
forces are not only function of ionic concentration but also sur-
face topography, disturbing the surface species could result into
repulsive forces.
We suggest that an extended number of experiments are re-
quired, with minor changes in the method, such as 1) using a265
shorter tip for the imaging cantilever, 2) using a glue with less
viscosity than the self-curing rubber used in these experiments,
although one must be careful with the reactivity of the glue with
calcite surfaces. A homogeneous glue ﬁlm must be possible to
make to avoid tilting the imaging cantilever, 3) reducing the270
number of times to move the calcite probe back and forth, this
might reduce the lateral drift and results into better resolution
images.
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